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The football team is 4-2 in
the conference this year.
Check out the coverage as
the team tries to keep their
OVC title hopes alive on

page B4.
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Parking
committee
to submit
proposal

Turning back

BY KATIE WEITKAMP

Managing editor

Brooke SheoierdProgress

Eastern alumnus, veteran opens his scrapbook
of memories from Eastern^ military, war
BY RYAN WILSON

Above, Bill Adams]
■■-.1.1

V.

attack plan. The map
hangs in his downtown
Richmond office.
Adams was the first
graduate of Eastern's
ROTC department.
He reflects on his
experience — how
Eastern's ROTC program prepared him for
his future and shares
some old photos (left)
and memories from
WWII.

l\

had to
ransDay —a ti
aside to honor our country's military heroe9, it while I was at Eastern. It
had special meaning for was a lot smaller back
around 1,200 stuone Eastern graduate and
dents," Adams said.
veteran.
Imagine being on the Adams graduated May 30,
front lines of a war. 1940 and was literally the
[ Bullets whizzing post your first graduate of the ROTC
head, fellow soldiers lying program.
L/ \
"When we graduated,
dead beside you and < I
feel of the adrenaline they had us in alphabetical
rushing through your order. Since my last name is
body like an electrical Adams-1 was the first io
surge. For moat people, graduate." Adams said.
After graduation, Adams
the tattlefield can only be
seen In movies or on tete- went to Fort Knox where he
was placed in the 5th Army \
visi'
One man who has Division, 21st Field Artillery.
■rienced the horrors He moved around the United
of war is Bill Adams. States to different Army
Adams wa« the first gradSee ADAMS, A3
uate of Eastern's |^H

Parking is a huge issue on just
about any college campus, but now
Eastern's parking committee is looking
to alleviate some of the parking pains
by taking a comprehensive look at how
parking is distributed around campus.
James Street, director of facilities
services and member of the university
parking committee, said some of the
faculty have expressed concerns with
the parking along Crabbe Street and
Second Street which was rezoned for
commuter parking this past fall.
At last week's Faculty Senate meeting Keith Johnson. Faculty Senate
chair, assured the faculty that their
parking concerns were being
addressed.
Street said the committee is now
looking at the parking situation on
campus for both faculty and students.
He said the committee hopes to have a
recommendation about the parking situation to President Glasser in the next
week.
If Glasser agrees with the recommendation, the committee will invite
outside consultants to l<x>k at the |>arking situation and give "unbiased recommendations" to fix current problems, said Kristina O'Brien. SGA president and student representative on the
parking committee.
"When this is all said and done, we
hope to have taken a very comprehensive look at parking and make a comprehensive proposal." Street said.
Street said the parking committee
was given a presentation by Tom
Undquist and Mark Jozefowicz about
the history of parking on campus.
"1 think some people would find it
quite odd that there has been good
rational justification for the decisions
made," Street said.
The committee hopes to use this
information to make decisions about
what may work on campus now and in
the future.
"It's a very daunting task lo Iry to
come to grips with all the problems
expressed by all the people, not that all
of them are legitimate problems, but
you know many are." Street said. The
problem is we have probably enough
parking, we just don't have parking at
the location people want it."
Slreet said he thinks many people
would like the committee to make
parking reassignments and micro
zones.
"While they sound good at the mil
set, they can cause more trouble than
they actually solve," Street said.
Street could not comment on what
the proposal will contain, but he said
See PARKING, A3

City requires registration of all kegs
BY CASSONDRA KWSY

Editor
Hoping to curtail loud parties
and underage drinking in this college town, city officials passed an
ordinance Tuesday to track the sale
of beer kegs.
Under the ordinance, keg purchasers will be required to fill out
and sign a registration form listing
the purchaser's driver's license
number or other valid state or
United States identification number,
date, time of the purchase and the
beer keg identification number.
This information will be kept on file
at the place of purchase for 90 days
and will be called upon only if
police need to do so.
For instance, if police find underage drinking at a party, the permanent identification tag on the keg
will enable them to trace the sale to
the retailer, and then the buyer. The
purchaser could face a fine of up to
§250 and for a second violation, up
to $500 and a year in jail.
"It's something that targets
specifically underage drinking,"
said David Grandgeorge. from
Habitat for Humanity, who presented the proposal to the Richmond
Board of Commissioners. "We know
from statistics that a lot of young
people drink from kegs at parties
and there's a problem when police
arrive and people scatter and no
one knows who is responsible."
He said through organizations,
surveys in schools and citizens,

Richmond has discovered that
underage drinking is a significant
problem in the community.
Grandgeorge said after discussing the issue and consulting
experts from the Bluegrass Area
Prevention Council and other organizations, keg lagging was suggested.
He admits the ordinance will not
stop all underage youth from drinking, but he says it will decrease
easy access and increase the
responsibility of those who are
making it easier for the youth to do
so.
"This is an ordinance ... which
would show the community that we
are serious about helping our youth
be safer," Grandgeorge said.
According to Richmond Mayor
Connie
I.awson
and
City
commissioner Robert Blythe. some
liquor retailers are in favor of the
ordinance because keg tagging
would place the responsibility for
underage drinking in the hands of
the adult who purchases the alcohol. This way, it could be proven
that the alcohol was sold to a person of legal drinking age and then
distributed to an under-aged person.
Police Chief Charles Debord said
Richmond has a lot of parties and
even though he didn't know how
many involve kegs, he said the new
ordinance will be "very helpful." He
said police don't currently do anything with the kegs found at parties

Tappfn' on': the facts
Nationally, in 1999 there were
10.4 million drinkers between
the ages of 12 and 20.
More teens die from an alcohol
overdose or drunken driving crashes
than from all other causes combined.
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Easy access to alcohol at an early
age (age 18) is associated with
higher rates of drinking later.
Kegs have been shown to be
a major source of alcohol for
underage drinkers.
More than four out of five
Americans believe the
registration of beer kegs should
be required as a way to reduce
underage drinking.
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where underage drinking is occurring, they just break the party up.
Debord also said police currently
don't question anyone about who
purchased the keg and where it was
purchased.
<
Some students, like Tim 1
rt.

21. of Cincinnati are arguing against
the ordinance because they believe
police will use the information to
keep tabs on local parties.
"I don't think it's an ordinance
See KEGS. A3

TODAY

Hi: 47
Low: 24
Conditions:
Partly cloudy and windy
FRI
SAT

Mostly Sunny
Partly Cloudy

► Reminder
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SGA student survey sent
to your university e-mail
account.
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Budget
proposed
CPE's recommendation
lacks support
for building projects
Br CASSONDRA KIRBY
Editor

given $2.3 million to expand its
intramural fields and $7.5 million
to renovate residence halls.
Some institutions have higher
recommended
increases,
according to (ilasser, like
Western Kentucky University,
who was recommended a 21.3
percent state appropriations
increase, die largest percentage
increase of any university in
Kentucky. She said those institutions received larger increases
because their enrollment was
more significant than Eastern's.
Although the CPE's budget is
only a recommendation and
what funding Eastern will actually receive will depend on the
ability of the legislature and governor to either meet or exceed
what has been recommended —
the school still takes the CPE's
recommendations into considerations when making key decisions for the university.
However, the CPE feels that
its budget is an appropriate recommendation to guide these
decisions and help improve
higher education.
"First and foremost, it's
important that we keep higher
education reform alive and we
believe our budget does that,"
said Sue Patrick, the director of

Disappointment
When the Council on
Postsecondary
Kducation
approved budget recommendations for Kentucky's colleges.
President Joanne Glasser and
other Eastern administrators
couldn't help but feel disappointed.
"I support the budget recommendation and appreciate the
thought that went into it. but at
the same time, I am disappointed by parts of it." (ilasser said.
The CPKs recommendation,
which will be forwarded to the
governor and taken into account
when the state's official budget
is drafted, doesn't include funding to facilitate Eastern's strategic plan and doesn't recognize
ITiase II of the school's Student
Activities Center. Phase II of it's
Corbin project or proposed
Science Building.
The recommendation docs
ask the state, however, to provide Eastern with a 12.2 percent
increase or almost $9 million in
state appropriations during the
next two fiscal years.
Eastern's state approbations
are currently $73,515,900 for this
fiscal year. The proposed budget communications for the CPE.
would give Eastern $4.2KK,(i45 in
Patrick said she is pleased
2004-05 and $4,693,763 for 2005- that Eastern supports the CPE's
06.
budget as a whole, but could not
The CPE has also allotted comment on the school's disapfunds for two new construction pointment of the lack of support
projects: 832350,000 for Phase II from the CPE for capital proof the Business and Technology jects.
Center and $10 million for the
"Every effort was made to
Manchester Postsecondary provide equitable resources to
Extended Campus Center.
the institutions." she said. "Is it a
Glasser said these would be perfect budget — I'm sure it's
funded by the state, as would not."
$3,975,000 for recommended
maintenance projects.
(ilasser said the CPE has also
Heath Cassondra afri >
recommended that Eastern be
cassondra _kirbyHWeku. edu

Do you know someone
interesting on campus?
Contact Who's That?
editor Morgan Caldwell
at 622-1882.

Progress wins national award
Pacemaker
presented
to best in U.S.
BY ADAM BAKER

News editor

DALLAS — The National
Pacemaker is not a World
Championship. Olympic Gold
Medal, or the Emmy, however
it is considered college journalism's equivalent to the
Pulitzer Prize.
The National Pacemaker
was awarded to The Eastern
Progress and 22 other college
student newspapers at the
national convention of the
College Media Advisers in
Dallas this past Saturday.
The award is given annually
"in recognition of general
excellence and outstanding
achievement by a college
newspaper in a nation competition" and honors the best college newspapers in the United
States.
The Progress won for its
issues published last year. The
award presented in Dallas
joined three others on the
walls of The Progress office.
Pacemakers were awarded
to The Progress for the years
of 1989-90. 1993-94 and 199596.
The award presented this
past Saturday was for the
2002-03 year. The Progress
was led then by co-editors Jen
Rogers and Jamie Vinson during the fall semester and by
Vinson in the spring.
Rogers said her initial reaction was "wow" when she

Pholo submitted
From left, Ashley Prichard, ad manager, Katie Weitkamp, managing editor, Cassondra Kirby, editor, Adam Baker, news editor, Jen Almjeld. adviser, Eun-Young You, graphics editor and Kevin
Martin, staff photographer, accept the National Pacemaker Award for 2002-2003 in Dallas

heard the news on Wednesday.
"I am just so excited." she
said. "It is a testimonial to the
people who were on staff that
entire year."
Rogers added the staff "put
in a lot of really long and hard
work" during the award winning year and she is glad to
see it recognized by the prestigious award.
Vinson said on Tuesday
she was "thrilled" to hear the
good news.
"We worked so hard last
semester and it shows that our
hard work and dedication paid
off," she said.
Vinson added she thinks "a
number of things" contributed

to The Progress' victory in
Dallas.
"The fact that we were hit
with a variety of news stories
and opportunities to cover
things we hadn't had the
chance to cover before helped
I think," she said.
"Our staff really came
together more than any other
staff I had ever worked with in
the past," she said.
Progress Adviser Jen
Almjeld said she was "thrilled
but not surprised" when she
heard the news of The
Progress' win echo through
the auditorium in Dallas.
"I have always known my
staff was wonderful and talent-

ed." she said. "I think thai last
years staff worked incredibly
well as a team.
"^Ve also had a lot of talent
ed returning seniors that
acted as great leaders to our
staff. I am just so proud."
The College Heights
Herald of Western Kentucky
University also took home a
Pacemaker.
The Kentucky Kernel at the
University of Kentucky and
the Murray State News at
Murray State University were
finalists in the competition.
Reach Adam at
adam_baker38tt1eku.edu

State program at risk, funding reduced
Bucks for Brains used to enhance,
endow professorships, scholarships
BY ROGER LEE OSBOBNE

News writer

The Research Challenge
Trust Fund Endowment
Program, also known as
Bucks for Brains, may return
for a third round of state
funding.
Recently the state program, designed by Gov. Paul
Patton in 1998, was reported
at-risk because of a state budget shortfall.
Bucks for Brains has
give-1 $350 million since its
creation.
The
Council
on
Postsecondary Education will
ask for $60 million in funds
for the third round of the
program.
The Endowment Program,
created to enhance the
"research prominence" of the
University of Louisville and

the University of Kentucky,
also contributes to regional
universities.
The program matches university endowments contributed by public and private
donors;
Eastertt'Presideht Joanne
Glasser'mid reduced funding
of the Bucks for Brains program will not be a "critical
issue" for the university.
"Almost all of the research
dollars in Bucks for Brains
are intended
for the
University of Kentucky and
University of Louisville.
"Research on this campus
is not dependent on Bucks
for Brains, but is supported
primarily by grant and contract funded projects."
Glasser said.
According to the Council
on Postsecondary Education.
Eastern has received the

WARNING!

All applications are due November 24th.

Almost all of the
research dollars
in Bucks for
Brains are
intended for the
University of
Kentucky and
University of
Louisville.

—Joanne Glasser
Eastern president

»
third highest funding of all
Kentucky institutions for the
Bucks for Brains program.
"When taken together
with the budget reductions
we have suffered over the

past two years and with the
likelihood of additional cuts
this year." Glasser said, "a
reduction in Bucks lor Brains
would be another figurative
gully in the erosion oi public
support for postsecondary
education."
The $12.2 million contributed by the program has
been used by Eastern to
enhance the university's
'•dtionalryrPc«Knize*v»'hnirtrtl justice and safety pro(fram.

• <;"We have also endowed
sbme chairs and professor
ships that have enhanced our
educational
programs."
(ilasser said.
Aside from staffing, the
funds from Bucks for Brains
have also allowed for the ere
ation of more endowed scholarship programs at Eastern.

Reach Roger Ise at
roger_osborne2oieku. idu
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Great opportunity coming your way!
The Progress is now looking for Ad Designers
and Ad Reps for the Spring semester.
If interested, pick up an application in
Donovan Annex 117.
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ADAMS: First ROTC graduate reflects
From Page Al
bases to undergo various
types of training.
"I was with men who had
graduated from Indiana,
Michigan, Ohio State and
other big schools, but I felt
like I was just as well trained
as they were coming from
Eastern," Adams said proudly.
On April 30, 1941 Adams
went by train to New York
City from where he would
then go by ship to Iceland. His
division's duty was to guard
the North Atlantic and to protect the airport in Iceland.
"Iceland was a terrible
place. There were no trees
and it was very cold." Adams
said. Adams would stay in
Iceland for one year and then
be sent to England.
While in England, Adams'
company prepared for World
War II. They went to a lake in
Ireland to practice beach landings. This is where Adams got
word someone very important
was going to visit his company.
"I
figured
Dwight
Eisenhower was coming to
see us, but it turned out to be
Gen. George Patton," Adams
said. Adams quoted Patton's
speech in his best Patton
voice.
"We are going to war. Don't
worry about being afraid," he
remembers Patton saying.
"You are the most equipped
and well-trained army in the
world. I hope there are no
cowards among you. If there
are, I hope you die."
Adams' outfit made it to

a
One of the
people I met in
the cathedral
was Ernest
Hemingway...
We sat there
and shared a
bottle of
champagne.
—Bill Adams
Veteran and Eastern alumnus

Normandy on June 2(j^ljfl4.
.'i/ljj-l
His division trekked across
France, fighting in many
fierce battles. They made 23
river crossings, 22 of which
were enemy-held.
Some interesting things
happened to Adams while he
was in the war. One night, he
and some other troops went
into a cathedral at Chartres,
France. There they encountered some Germans that
were living in the cathedral.
"One of the people I met in
the cathedral was Ernest
Hemingway. I'd heard the
name before, but I wasn't really sure what he had done,"
Adams said. "We sat there and
shared a bottle of champagne.
"As big as the war was, I
got word that my brother's
company was near where I
was," Adams said. He received

permission to go visit his
brother and made his way to
him.
"I enjoyed the little time we
got to spend together," Adams
said.
Adams also saw the horrors of the Holocaust. In April
1945, his unit came upon 30
women who had been
released from a concentration
camp.
"These women had no hair,
their teeth were gone and
some had severe frostbite.
They were helpless," Adams
said. "One of my men gave
one of the ladies a candy bar
and she died because her system couldn't handle it."
In August 1945, Adams
made it back to the United
States. He was engaged in
1941 and his fiance was waiting on him when he came
back. They were married on
Aug. 12,1945 in Berea.
Adams earned his degree
in accounting and became a
certified public accountant.
He and his wife have lived a
happy life. They have three
daughters whom Adams is
extremely proud of. Today,
Adams still works as a C.P.A
Only one of Adams' five
closest friends during the war
is alive today.
"We (WWII veterans) are
dying off at a high number
every day," Adams said sadly.

Reach Ryan at
progress&eku. edu

PARKING:

KEGS: City requires
Concerns to notification for purchase
be expressed
From Page Al

From Page Al

that the committee may recommend a parking garage if it
would pay for itself in funds
donated to Eastern and there
is justification to build one.
Street said the committee
hopes to find a way to "accommodate the most amount of
people with the least amount of
pain."
According to O'Brien, the
committee is looking at the
parking situation now because
"it has always been an issue."
Right now, the committee is
taking steps internally to
research the topic and what
options for the future may be.
If an outside consultant is used
to help they will look at traffic
flow and other topics the university may not be able to look
at as closely.
O'Brien said among other
ideas, a higher parking fee
may be implemented.

for the community." he said.
"I think it's an ordinance for
the police — to give them
more power."
Others, however, feel the
ordinance is a positive step
forward for Richmond.
"I think it's a good idea,"
said Alex Davis, 18, of
Lawton, Okla.. said. "All too
often, not just college kids,
but underage kids in general
have a tendency to get a certain person to buy a keg for
thrin. they bring it to the
party and then leave ... I
think it gives the person who
buys the keg a lot more
responsibility behind it."
Glenn Smith. 21. of
Hazard also agrees with the
new ordinance because it
designates responsibility.
"I think it's a good idea, it
holds the people who are
going out and buying these
kegs for the parties responsible." he said.
Richmond is the second

Reach Katie at
katheriHe_weitkam@eku.edu

city in Kentucky to adopt
this ordinance, according to
City Manager David Evans.
He said Bowling Green also
uses the keg identification
system and has seen a significant reduction in the number of parties that offer beer
kegs to minors. However, he
said Bowling Green doesn't
have any official data to back
up the claim, only a verbal
report of the reduction of the
number of parties the police
department has had to Investigate.
Lexington's Board of
Commissioners, according to
Evans, has also been talking
about passing a similar ordinance for some time now,
but has yet to act on anything.
There are currently 18
states that have this identification system intact.

Reach Cassondra at
cassondra_kirby8@eku. edu
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Compiled by Linda Pollock
Nov. 1

Sotoy A. Minter. 24. of
Richmond, was arrested for
and charged with having no
operator's license in possession, no insurance and disregard of a stop sign.
Michael Campbell. 21.
of Prestonsburg, was arrested for and charged with alcohol intoxication.
A female student in the
Powell Building reported
someone stole $6 from her
purse along with her Eastern
ID card and a wallet.
Commonwealth Hall desk
worker Doug Hall reported
damage to the faceplate of
the fire emergency phone
jack on the 18th floor. There
are no suspects at this time.
Betty Wilson advised
officers that a fire extinguisher went off on the second floor of Walters Hall.
Nov. 3
Todd Hall desk worker.

Jarretta Hill, reported
someone came into the dorm
to report he had just been
assaulted. He was cleaning
several exterior cuts on his
hand.

one of the rooms in Martin
Hall.

A male student reported
being harassed.

Nov. 6
Ashley C. Coomei, 20.
of Louisville, was charged
with possession of marijuana
during a room inspection in
Clay Hall.

Nov. 4
Catherine

Bushong

reported an altercation
between her and her roommate in McGregor Hall.

A male Brocton resident reported a threatening
phone call.
Stephanie Alford reported someone stole her CD
player from her vehicle.
Nov. 5
Ryan Delong reported
someone broke into his vehicle and stole his CD player
and damaged the dashboard.
Lance Bartholomew
reported writing in permanent marker on the door to

A Dupree Hall resident
reported harassing telephone calls.

Will Grant reported several broken ceiling tiles and
several damaged metal rails
in Keene Hall.
A Todd Hall resident
reported a case of harassment.
Nov. 7
Night Supervisor Doug
Hall reported a window on
the third floor lobby was
shattered in Commonwealth
Hall. Also, five shower curtains were ripped down in
the seventh floor shower
room. There are no suspects
at this time.

► News Briefs
Compiled by Roger Lee Osbome

Alumnus dies from
ruptured aorta last
Friday
Eastern alumnus David
Layton died Friday morning
from a ruptured aorta,
according to a coroner's
report
Layton received degrees
in public relations and journalism at Eastern. He was a
Progress staff member. He is
survived by his father, Albert
and fiance Keuy Workman.

SGA hosts poster
contest for Unity
Week
Student
Government
Association will sponsor a
poster contest Nov. 24 at 3-5
p.m. themed of Unity in
Diversity. The competition is
open to all students. Call 6221724 for more information.

Prospective
students' receptions
to be held
Eastern will host a reception in Ashland for prospective students and families on
Nov. 17. The reception will be
held from 6-8 p.m. at the
Ashland Plaza Hotel.
A reception for prospective
students
in

Elizabethtown will be held
from 6-8 p.m. on Nov. 18 at
the Pritchard Community
Center. On Nov. 19 Eastern
will host a reception for
prospective students at the
Danville Center from 6 p.m to
8 p.m. For more information
call 1-800-465-9191.

International
Student Association
banquet planned
Eastern's International
Student Association will host
the 18th annual International
Banquet. Tickets are $10 per
student and will only be sold
in advance. The banquet will
be held at 6:30 p.m. Nov. 22
at the Keen Johnson
Ballroom. For more information call 622-1478.

Ongoing SGA drive
seeks donations for
charity
The Student Government
Association is encouraging
student organizations and
individuals to donate food,
clothing, toys and books in
their Freed Others of
Deprivation drive.
Prizes will be given to the
top three organizations who
contribute the most.
Contact Darla Dunn at
622-8472 or 622-1724 for
more information.

SGA to survey
campus via student
e-mail accounts
The Student Government
Association will be sending a
link to their new online survey
to students via their university
e-mail. Surveys are scheduled
to be sent out on Monday.
Responses will be used to
determine how SGA will tackle
various campus issues.

Theatre department
presents semester's
second play
The department of Theatre
will present David Auburn's
"Proof." The play won a Pulitzer
Prize.
The show runs at 8 p.m. Nov.
19-22 in the Gifford Theatre in
the Campbell Building. Tickets
are on sale now. $5 for students
and $6 for adults. The box office
is open noon-4 p.m. weekdays.
Call 622-1323 for tickets.

Bank donates
money to help
schoolhouse fund
The Peoples Exchange in
Beatryville donated $1,000 to
Eastern's one-room schoolhouse fund. To date. $8,000
has been raised to help
restore the school that
opened in 1900. For more
information call 622-6505.

Jan up your evening
Tuesday November 18th at 8
Keen Johnson Ballroom
EM Jan Ensemble

The Progress is looking for Staff
Writers, Copy Editors and Graphic
Designers for the Spring Semester!
Pick up an application in
Donovan Annex 117.
The application deadline is Nov. 17th.
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Registration system
experiences glitches
BY ADAM BAKER

News editor

Brooka ShcptwnVPrograM
Andrew Hyde, a former Eastern student, recently starred in two independent films. Last year,
he was a contestant in "Amazing Race," a reality TV show that recently won an Emmy.

Kentucky Andrew
heads for Ohio
Former Eastern student
pursues acting career
Which isn't me. And in my first
movie, I played a high school boy
on the verge of suicide. So it's
What do you do after your been nice to try different things
reality competition television and try different characters," he
show wins an Emmy? Move out said.
Hyde, also known as
of Kentucky ... to Dayton, Ohio.
At least that's what Andrew Kentucky Andrew, has started a
Hyde, former Eastern student, gay/straight support group in
cheerleader and contestant on Lexington for young adults. He
the third season of "The said that even with his move he
Amazing Race," decided to do. plans to continue the group in
Hyde's season won an Emmy for Lexington, and start one in
best Reality Competition Show.
Dayton and possibly one in
In the past year since Hyde, Cincinnati.
"There's sort of that age
an openly gay man, and his
father, a conservative Southern group of 18-30 that's kind of left
Baptist, competed, he hasn't out. And I think that's just as a
taken much time off to sit trivial time as when you're in
around. He's been bulking up your teens because you're going
(he's added at least 25 pounds) through college, you're trying to
and using his celebrity status to find a job, start a real relationship
bring issues close to him. such and I think that's a real important
as homosexual awareness, to the time in your life." Hyde said.
He is planning to work with
forefront.
Following the race, Hyde,, at-ritk teens, making sun those
came back home to Kentucky • WIUXJUM homeless have food,
and started to pursue some of his vaccinations, condoms, everyacting and modeling interests. thing they need to be healthy.
"It's a lot of hands-on work,"
Recently, he shot a commercial
for Kentucky Tourism that is Hyde said, "but it's what I love to
scheduk-d to run in March in all do."
Hyde said he wants to help
50 stall's. He has also starred in
educate people about other cultwo independent films.
"A lot of people always asks tures, such as the gay culture,
me, you know after 'The and reduce anxiety and hatred.
"Kentucky is not the most
AmazinK Race,' do you feel like
you're stereotyped or typecast accepting of different cultures,"
for certain roles, but it really has- Hyde said. "I was called faggot
n't been that way. I've played a every day, I had rocks thrown at
coupk' of gay characters in plays my head (in high school)." he
this year, but I've just finished said.
Hyde has also spoken at sevfilming my second movie where I
played a mentally and physically eral gay pride events, including
handicapped boy in a wheelchair. Pride Day at Paramount's Kings
BY KAT* WEITKAMP

Managing editor

^SP A Shear
ADream Salon

SlOoff
Next Salon Service
w/ EKU I.D.

Island. He also spoke at the
"Faces of Faith" rally in
Lexington with Mayor Theresa
Isaacs, a rabbi, preachers, a doctor of Islam and a priest
He plans to go to Los
Angeles this summer for three to
four weeks to compete in
International Male Model of the
Year. During these weeks, the
pilot episodes for new television
shows are filmed and Hyde
hopes to possibly find a job there.
His experience in movies and
theater is something he loves,
and can't pick a favorite among
them, but he thinks his personality is most suited for sitcoms.
Hyde thinks his time in
Dayton will help him hone his
acting skills.
"Dayton has a great acting
and theater community up there
that central Kentucky just doesn't have," Hyde said.
Hyde is moving to be with his
boyfriend of three years. He normally doesn't comment on his
love life because his boyfriend
would like to "stay out of the
limelight," but he said they have
been having a long distance relationship for a while and the move
will allow them to be closer
together. However, if he is
offered a job during the
International Male Actor competition he said he is ready to go
anywhere for a job. His boyfriend
knows that and said he is willing
to work it out with him.
Hyde wants to finish his education. He said that even when
he speaks at other colleges he
"hypes up" Eastern, and that
Eastern would always be his first
choice.
Reach Katie at
katherine_weitkam@eku. edu
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$10 off
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w/ EKU I.D.

valid thru November 20. 2003
Purchase 2 or more Gift Certificates & receive 10% offl

Students had the chance
to buck the system last week
when a malfunction in the
university's online registering system allowed students
to sign up for classes earlier
than their assigned date.
Registrar Jill Allgier said
the problem was the responsibility of her office.
"The problem occurred at
this level," she said. "The latest upgrade to the system
had an additional table added
that had to be set up which
was missed in reading the
upgrade documentation."
Allgier said the extra table
allowed "a few students" to
register prior to their scheduled time.
Allgier said no complaints

have been directed to the
Office of the Registrar, and
explained she is unsure how
many students actually took
advantage of the mishap.
The office has not kicked
students out of classes in
which they signed up for
prior to their scheduled registering window, Allgier said.
"We did not learn of the
situation and its cause until
Monday and felt that there
had not been such an abuse
of the time schedule to cause
problems for others," she
said.
"A few lower level registrations in over 3,500-plus
sections is a very small percentage."
Allgier noted the ability
for some students to register
earlier than expected may
not all be attributed to the

glitch in the system.
This semester, for the first
time, students who are not
officially seniors, juniors or
sophomores but are "rising"
to that number of credit
hours can now register earlier Allgier explained.
"If a student has earned 79
hours, before the student
would register with the
juniors, however, if that individual happens to be enrolled
for 12 hours that new total
would be 91." she said. "The
student would now be eligible to register as a senior in
the spring."
She noted the same is true
for "rising" juniors and "rising" sophomores.
Reach Adam at
adam baker38@ehu.edu

Students exceed average
on national medical exam
BY RACHEL HAY

Staff writer

All students pursuing a
career as medical assistants are
required to pass a certification
exam. For Eastern students,
this doesn't seem to be a problem.
Eastern students preparing
to become medical assistants
passed a certification exam far
exceeding the national average.
The national average for students passing the national certification exam this year is 65 percent. Thirty-seven of the 38
medical assistant students —
encompassing 97 percent of the
students — who took the exam
during the last five years
passed, according to Rebecca
Newsome, coordinator of
Eastern's two-year medical
assisting technology program.
NewBome.said the pass rate
was "wonderful." attributing the
high rate of students passing to
the courses the program
requires its students to complete and the professors who
teach students within the program
The classes are small and
allow one-on-one instruction,
according to Abigail Elza. a
sophomore majoring in medical
assisting technology.
Because of the size of the
classes, the instructors are
close to their students and the
students feel free to ask questions, according to Crystal
Baxter, a recent graduate of the

program who is working at a
women's care clinic in
h-xington.
Baxter graduated from the
program last May and took the
exam on June 28.The classes
challenge students to learn a
variety of medical procedures.
"You really have to know
your stuff," Amie Compton, a
junior in the program, said.
In addition to challenging
courses, the teachers also help
get the students prepared for
the exam.
"Die teachers to want to prepare us," Compton said.
Four practice tests are given
to students prior to the certification exam. The tests are divided
into four sections, which test
the students in the following
areas: administration, laboratory, clinical and a general section
focusing on medical terminology. Students must pass these
exams at least once, but it is recommended to take them multiple times, according to Baxter.
Students in the program are
also required to work in an
externship before taking the
certification exam. Students
work in a physician's office,
sometimes during a semester,
according to Baxter.
The exam has about 400
questions to test the students,
according to Baxter, and is
offered in January and in June.
The American Aswxiation of
Medical Assistants administers
the exam to graduates of the
medical assisting technology

ii-

You really have
to know your
stuff.
—Amie Compton
Medical assistant student

»
program, which was accredited
33 years ago by the
Commission on Accreditation of
Allied Health Education
Programs in cooperation with
the American Association of
Medical Assistants, according
to Newsome. Once they have
passed the exam, the graduate
will become a Certified Medical
Assistant.
"Medical Assistants are
multi-skilled personnel who are
capable of performing administrative and clinical procedures.
This versatility is especially
valuable to physicians concerned with cost containment
and effective use of human
resources," according to the
American Association of
Medical Assistants Web page.
The application for next
year's exam is available on the
American Association of
Medical Assistants Web page.
Reach Rachel at
rachel_hay@eku.edu
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Roughm' It
uIt is hard to be

Class camps, works
on outdoor skills
BY LINDA POLLOCK

Assistant news editor

Photo submitted
During Columbus Day weekend several Eastern students went camping as a requirement for
the REC 290 class. Students went canoeing, cooked out and sat around camp (ires.

For some students, going
camping for a weekend is a
class requirement.
Over the Columbus Day
weekend, non-traditional student, Charlotte Antonchak
went on a weekend getaway
with her REC 290 class.
"It was part of the class
(requirements)...and everyone came together to have a
good time," Antonchak said.
"It is hard to be included as a
non-trad, but there I was just
one of the gang. My favorite
part was just talking around
the fire. It was very peaceful."
One of the reasons for
going to the farm where they
camped was to work on teambuilding activities that
Robert Gobin, professor of
REC 290. called "incentives."
"I remember doing this
one incentive where we had
12 ropes knotted together.
We took well over an hour to

untangle and fortunately it
was time for dinner,"
Antonchak said. "It was very
aggravating but still fun."
Twenty-four students from
the class went on the camping trip ranging from 18-45
years old.
Each
student received points toward
their grade for the class from
participating.
They spent two class periods
in committees to discuss
everything from food plans
to safety concerns.
"I was on the food committee and we planned two
meals for everyone and the
rest people provided on their
own." Antonchak said.
"Everyone came together
and helped out. There were
no arguments. I don't think
we could have done it any
better and I've camped out
my whole life."
Another student in the
class saw a change in the
group dynamic after the
weekend.
Jenn Hall, a junior parks

included as a
non-trad, but
there I was just
one of the gang.
My favorite part
was talking
around the fire.
—Charlotte Antonchak
REC 290 student

»
and recreation administrations major, said, "There was
a lot more interaction among
everyone in the class."
The class has another trip
planned to go rock climbing
.and camping during a weekend. This time, the class will
be separated into men and
women.
Reach Linda at
lindajwllockMeku. edu

President, honors program visit Chicago
5 posters and 3 panel presentations
made by Eastern at national conference
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

Eastern's honors program
traveled to Chicago during the
weekend to participate in the
National Collegiate Honors
Council conference
The event, which consists of
presentations by faculty and students, was attended by nearly
15.000 people, according to
Bonnie Cray, director of
Eastern's Honors Program.
Gray said Eastern had the
largest contingent at the event
of any school in the country.
At the conference, which is
held once a year. Eastern had
five poster presentations and
three panel discussions.
Eastern President Joanne
(ilasser. who was in Chicago for
alumni events, joined the honors
program on one panel discus-

sion called. "Rudeness in
Electronic Media."
"I was delighted and honored
to be invited to accompany the
honors students on their
Chicago field trip," (ilasser said
via e-mail Wednesday. "It was a
real joy and privilege to get to
serve on one of the panels with
three of our students as well.
They made me so very proud."
Cray said the honors program and its students really
appreciated her support
"I think it shows she's serious
about her 'Students Come First'
motto — that she would take the
time to be with the students in
this context" Cray said.
She said the national conference and the student's presentations were especially beneficial
to the honor program students.
"Students get a wonderful
opportunity to be at a national

conference in a big city and to
participate in making presentations — which is good practice
for oral communication skills
and the preparation for it as they
work with other students," she
said.
Gray said the conference is
also a good resume builder for
students.
Although attending the conference was the No. 1 priority of
the trip, according to Gray, students were also able to go>oat
and enjoy the city during their
weekend stay in Chicago.
They attended a Broadway
play, an oceanarium, the
Museum of Science and
Industry and heard a famous
Native American musician play.
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President Joanne Glasser and Eastern's honor program attended a national conference in Chicago
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Hangin' out

Nafta. 1 Gray/Progress
Andrew Degenhardt from Lake Charles, La. was one of the many students to participate in the challenge course on campus as part of First Weekend.

V

Students enjoy First Weekend
Last weekend students had the
chance to celebrate the beginning of November witli First
Weekend events. This month's First
Weekend included a winning home
football game.
Among activities for First Weekend
were tailgating. rock climbing, tinchallenge course, "mug shot photos,"

movie screenings of "Pirates of the
Carribean" and "Bad Boyz II" as well
as a lecture series and art show.
This was the semester's final First
Weekend.
The next First Weekend will take
place in February of next semester.
For information on First Weekend
call 622-3855.

Nathan Gray/Progress
Jason Pierece and Keith Scrogham play the popular tailgating game cornhole with Bill Ross and Matt McCartney before Saturday's football game.
Nathan Gray/Progress
ROTC cadet Ryan Knapp fires the cannon after an Eastern touchdown during Saturday's game against
UT Martin.
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Eastern's head AT is minority in her field
BY HEATHER STEPHENSON

Staff writer

Have you ever looked down al
the football field sidelines during
a game and wondered who the
woman checking on the players
was? That woman is Johnda
Wireman, the head athletic trainer for Eastern.
Wireman was Bobby Barton's
assistant athletic trainer for two
years until he took early retirement after 27 years. Wireman
took Barton's position on June 1.
"I was thrilled and excited to
have the opportunity to follow in
his footsteps. I am enthused to
accept the challenge," Wireman
said.
As the head athletic trainer,
these are some of her responsibilities: supervise students in a
clinical setting, evaluate acute
and chronic injuries of studentathletes, devise rehabilitation
plans for injured student-athletes,
communicate with coaches,
attend home games and practices to provide medical coverage, arrange medical treatment
for athletes, order medical supplies and file insurance claims.
Although her gender makes
her a minority in her field, she is
treated with much respect by the
university and the athletic department
"It is an honor to be in an elite
class such as athletics. There are
few female trainers, especially in
football," she said.
Wireman was raised on a
dairy farm in Greenup County,
where she adopted her
ethic. Here, she carried through
many mental, physical and time
limitation demands.
Although she was not
involved in an organized sport,
she was never an inside
person. She rode horses,
cheered for four years, ran and
swam growing up.

Johnda
Wireman

u

It is an
honor to bo
in an elite
class such
athletics.
There are
fow female
trainers,
especially
In football.

yy
Nathan Gray/Progress
The head football trainer, Johnda Wireman, checks up on Jared Beard during the game on Saturday. Wireman is also the head athletic trainer for Eastern. She replaces Bobby Barton, who recently retired after 27 years.

In 1991, Wireman graduated
from the University of
Kentucky with a bachelor's
degree in dietetics and nutrition with an emphasis in sports
medicine. She then received
her master's degree in exercise
science
from
Marshall
University in West Virginia.
She is now working on receiving a doctorate through
Marshall.

Currently, she is teaching two of Sports Medicine. Kentucky
sections of HPR 180 in the exer- Athletic Trainers' Society, Ohio
cise and sport science depart- Athletic Trainers' Association
ment. In the past, she taught and a volunteer with Kentucky
therapeutic modalities, rehabilita- Organ Donor Affiliates. She
tion of athletic injuries and a serves as Assistant Medical
graduate course in sports nutri- Director for the annual
Bluegrass State (James and is a
tion at Eastern.
Wireman is an American Red member of the HEAL Alliance at
Cross volunteer, a member of Eastern.
She has never been married
the National Athletic Trainers'
Association, American College and has no children of her own.

"In a sense. I feel that these
student athletes are my kids. I
have a commitment to their welfare and to be a positive role
model to these young adults. I
have a true passion for what I do
and in helping others." Wireman
said.

DM you know:
Johnda Wireman
8row up on a
airy farm In
Greenup County,
Ky.
She volunteers
for
the
Red
Cross and the
Kentucky Organ
Donor Affiliates.

Reach Morgan at
morgan_caldweUlHitku.edu
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The Associated Collegiate Press named The Eastern Progress among the
best college newspapers in the country, when they were awarded the

FIRST G&ME
OF THE YEAR!

National Pacemaker in Dallas, Texas. The award is considered the
Pulitzer Prize of college journalism.
So congratulations to the 2002-2003 staff of The Progress!

Perspective
Cassondra Kirby, editor
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► News Quiz
OK, boys and girls. It's time to
test your knowledge of what's
going on at Eastern. If you
don't know the answers, don't
worry. Just go to
www.easternprogress.com and you
can cheat.

DUE FOR

The Progress won what
national award last
week?
a) The Pacemaker
b) Playboy's 2003 Sexiest Staff
c) A Darwin award

The Council on
Postsecondary
Education has recommended what for all
Kentucky universities?
a) Parking plan
b) A budget
c) Dress code
What area is causing
parking Issues for
faculty?
a) Crabbe and Second Street
b) President Glasser's garage
c) Madison Gardens

Progress File Photo

University should consider everyone in parking changes
past eight to nine years around 1,500
parking spaces have been added to
campus: Why doesn't it feel like it?
Enrollment has increased, freshmen
are allowed to have cars and they may
not be in the most convenient of
places.
When the parking committee puts
together a comprehensive report on
the parking situation on campus,
hopefully a parking garage, new crosswalks, better shuttle schedules and rezoning of several parking lots will be
included.
One possible — probably unpopular
— suggestion would also.be to not
allow freshmen to get parking passes.
When npperclassnien moved in at
the beginning of the year it was hard
to find a place to park to unpack any-

Who wants a better parking
spot? Everyone? That's what
we thought. Thankfully, the
university's parking committee may
be helping us get one.
Now, not only students are complaining about the commute from
their car to residence hall or classes
but faculty and staff are also tired of
walking across campus to get to their
offices. Maybe they're the reason
something is actually happening, but
why did it take so long?
Because of parking re-zoning. Some
of the decisions in the past seemed
like a good idea at the time, but have
long-term effects that are not an
improvement. We're ready for a permanent resolution.
According to James Street, in the

where near the dorm, and even in lots
far from the dorms.
As President Joanne Glasser looks
at the parking situation and recommendations from the parking committee, she will hopefully take into
account not only convenience, but
also safety concerns.
It would be easy to give faculty and
staff parking in the center of campus,
but it is much less safe to walk to the
back of the Lancaster Lot at night
than during the day.
The parking committee should take
into account not only the satisfaction
of the faculty, but also the safety and
satisfaction of the students.
Reach The Progress at
progressltieku. edu

Nathan Gray/Progress

What Is this guy doing?
a) Boarding a ship on the
Kentucky River
b) Playing on the new playground in the Ravine
c) Participating in the Challenge
Course on campus

► Campus Comments
A malfunction in EKUDirect allowed students to register earlier than scheduled. Melissa Engle asked students if they noticed.
COURTNEY
RUBLE

I didn't register
(early) — if I had
known I would've.
Hometown:

Hometown:
Covington
Major
Elementary
education
Year
Sophomore

Louisville
Major
Occupational
science
Mbar:
Sophomore

I tried (to register)
and I couldn't ...
but I keep trying
hoping it'll mess
up.

I didn't register
early 'cause I think
I'm transferring out
to Florida.
Hometown:
Cincinnati, Ohio
Major
Business
Year: Freshman

► How to roach us
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Classified/Subscriptions
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Cindy Held, 622-1882
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Megan Hansen, 622-1882
Sport*
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The Studio
Katie Weitkamp, 622-1572

To suggest a photo or
order a reprint
Brooke Shepherd, 622-1578

To subscribe
Subscriptions are available by
mail at a cost ot $1 per issue:
$20 per semester;or $38 per
year payable in advance.

Hometown:
Richmond
Major:
Economics
Freshman
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To report a story or

I didn't know it
was down.

My turn & letters policy
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on campus ur in the community and not be longer than 1,000 words.
Authors can bring their columns to The Progress office at
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication.
Usually the authors photograph is included with the column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
The Progress at progress@eku.edu or faxed to the office at
(859) 622-2354
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of The IVogress reserves the right to edit
columns and letters for length.

Progress
117 Donovan Annex. Kastern Kentucky University. Richmond. Ky. 40475

Cassondra Kirby
Editor
Katie Weitkamp
Managing Editor
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Nathan Bullock. Michael Kotora & Jacob Williams
Staff artists
The Eastern Progress (ISSN 1081-8324) is a member of the Associated
Collegiate Press. Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association and College
Newspaper Business & Advertising Managers, Inc. The Progress is published every Thursday during the school year, with the exception of vacation
and examination periods. Any false or misleading advertising should be
reported to Adviser/General Manager, Jen Almjek) at (859) 622-1143.
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other signed
writers and do not necessarily represent the views of the university. Student
editors also decide the news and informational content.
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► letters to the editor

OPPOSING VIEWS
In the Oct. 30 edition of The Progress, Eastern student Rob Wood responded to an Oct. 16 My
Turn column by Progress News editor Adam Baker. Baker's column stated students should support
athletes at their games. Wood disagreed and his responses have generated many letters to the editor.
Below are letters submitted this week in response to Wood's past letters.

Student: More important Campus owes support
things than athletics
to others, student says
I hale to subject The
I Yogrcss' readers to more of this
tired crap; I'm sicker of it than
anyone. Unfortunately, there
were issues raised by Stephanie
Ooghia (sic) which cannot pass
uncorrected. particularly her flagrant misquotation of me in the
lead paragraph of her letter.
In her letter, Ooghia put
quotes around what was a fair
paraphrase of my points except
for the last one; "...athletic scholarships go to dumb people who
(In not need a college degree."
Huh? Tin baffled, as I was
when Grabinski called and said
something like "So why do you
think all athk'tes are dumb?" Did
they even read the letter?
It seems that some people,
due to their own conceptual
Stereotypes and insecurities, are
misunderstanding the words I
wrote and leaping to defensive
conclusions.
These people are representing themselves as mouthpieces
for all student athletes.
I iiioi Innately. I believe that athletes are just a random sample
from the population, and as such
possess sufficient intelligence to
recognize the inadequacy of
these self-proclaimed representatives for such a responsibility.
The responses so far have done
more to suggest a lack of intelligence in student athletes than
anything I've written.
I admit I stated my case with
intentional disregard and made
some wild assertions. It helped
make the piece lively and
humorous, I hoped some intelligent athlete might respond with
an equally lively and humorous
rebuttal. Instead, unfortunately,
all the crackpots are crawling
out of the woodwork with kneejerk, inappropriate emotional
reactions that have nothing to do
with what I actually said.
I think it's great if a lowincome kid «ets to come to col
lege for playing football. I just
don't know ■they tiaaarve meal
plans, clothing allowances, free
books, etc. I don't know all the
perks they get but I do know
there's a long list of rules for
what can't be given. The very
existence of these rules goes to
show how the system works. If
athletes weren't given perks to
the point of ridiculousness, there
would be no need for laws
against it. would there? It seems
obvious that they are comped
right up to the lenal limit and a
little beyond.
Ooghia says athletes aren't
fiiven breaks or extra support in
classes. She says they take tests
early. Proctored by whom? The
coach? Besides, I've seen tests
postponed for athletes. And as
for the athlete tutoring lab — I
don't care how many labs we
have, none are exclusive but
one.
What if they excluded women
instead of non-athletes? I don't
care how il manifests, the golfclub mentality of elitism is a disgusting cancer in the soul of
society, and her self-righteous
sense of entitlement is a direct
result of it.
She says athletes here usually have statistically higher GPAs
than the average student These

award programs were instituted
why? To correct a prevknts deficiency, of course. Put simply,
how does one group of students
achieve more than another?
With different circumstances,
such as constant shepherding
from coaches and special tutors,
and special breaks from professors and administration.
She also says that Eastern's
sports teams aren't mediocre. I
guess I understand her pride in
the long list of accomplishments
she listed (despite the fact she
had nothing to do with most or
all of them), however, despite
the trophies. Eastern has no
teams to compare to professional teams. The champion of the
mediocre class is still just
mediocre. Sports are entertainment, and entertainment value is
measured in the caliber of the
players.
Maybe some of
our players have
the raw talent to go
on to the highest
level, but 111 watch
them after they
have developed
that talent to a professional level,
or not, as I prefer.
As for whether I think athletes are dumb, Americans by
and large are just plain dumb.
We have an illiteracy rate of
around 23 percent, around 66
percent of us are overweight,
with an obesity rate of around 33
percent, and the majority of us
spend almost five hours daily
watching television of which
maybe ten minutes is the news.
How many people can name a
dozen sports "heroes", but not
one Supreme Court justice?
The athletics entertainment
industry is just another soothsayer to distract our self-indulgent, ill-infonried, greed-driven,
impulsive little consumer society
from paying attention to real
issues. Americans, stupid and
rich as we are, are getting drunk
and watching people play games
While our leaders hijack our
nation and send young men to
kill and die (fighting people
we've antagonized for half a century) to pad the pocketbooks of
the rich.
We're fascinated by trivia
while the inheritance of our children's children is being
siphoned into the personal fortunes of several current and exCEOs of energy, arms and other
corporations.
I'm sorry if I offend, but
watching people chase a ball
around a field while young
Americans are being killed so
everyone can get cheap gas for
their SUVs just seems so damn
pointless and trivial.
Maybe the reality of one. two.
or three dead 18 to 25 yearolds
every other day or so would sink
in if we mortared the field and a
couple of favorite players were
killed at each game.
I'm glad the herd is able to
use the game for their escapism,
more power to 'em, it just doesn't work for me. I can smell the
blood. I can smell the wolves
behind the sheepskin masks.

vs.

Rob Wood.
Student

Funding sports a 'waste',
use for education, student says
Rob Wood is right. There is
nothing wrong with what he had
to say.
Eastern should stop wasting
money on s)M>rts and help people who need help to pay for

their education.

College is supposed to be a
place for a higher education —
not a place to waste money on
s|Mirts.

They should help some of the
students who are struggling to
find a way to pay for their education.
I work 40 to 50 hours a week,
and go lo college full time.
II is hard for a person like me.
I receive no financial aid. so 1 am

In regards to Rob Wood, the
Easter student that has felt the
need to bash and beat many peopk- at Eastern indirectly.
First of all. to clarify the article submitted originally concerning sports at Eastern. We are
students and we are a family
because we all live in a community with education as our common goal. Because we are a
community, we should support
others in everything they do and
in pursuits to better the school,
the
community
and
ourselves. You do owe every fellow student support in sports if
you want to be apart of the con>»
munity. Support, however, is not
necessarily coming to games; it
can be in many shapes and
forms.
You have made it very obvious that you want no part in
being a member
of the Eastern
Kentucky
University family
through your
words.
I-et me recap
exactly what you
said about Eastern and the students and faculty that are present here:
Eirst, you don't care where
your tuition goes because it will
go into the pockets of someone
wealthier than you. I'm not sure
how aware you are about
teacher pay scales but teachers
are
underpaid
and
overworked. The fact is (notice
the usage of the word fact) that
teachers rarely make over
$40.(XX) even with a doctorate.
The majority of tuition paid
by students goes to making
Eastern more desirable for
potential students. A student is
not going to enroll at a
University that has outdated
computers, dorms with beds
from the 1950s or a library with
books ending in the 80s. The
fact (there's that word again) is
Eastern strives to provide an
adequate learning environment
for myself and for you.
Second, a misguided phone
call from Giselle Ruth Grabinski
(sic) of the volleyball team.
First of all, you should be
proud to receive a phone call
from one of the many talented
athletes
Eastern
houses. Miss Grabinski cares
enough about you as a student that she would attempt

on my on.
I struggle every day to figure
out a way to pay my bills, and
pay for my education.
So Eastern should put into
consideration that they are here
to educate people. They are not
here to see how far we can make
it in the sports world.
Don't get me wrong sports
are great, but an education is
much more important.
So take the funds and help
students pay for an education —
help athletes have a free ride
through college.
Stacy Snowden.
Student

MESSAGE BOARD

How will you spend Thanksgiving break?
To join the discussion, go to
<www. easternprogress. com>

to persuade you to partake in
cheering on your fellow family. The fact remains that
through your words, you
degraded many people.
Third, many dumb people
have received degrees they don't
truly deserve through athletic
programs. I'm not sure where
you get your information or who
your sources are but you obviously lost touch with reality. The
reality is that maybe one in one
thousand schools caters to athletes. I lived at Texas A&M
University for a few years. The
school and state are known for
their passion of sports, namely
football. I played football there
and I will openly say football is
held higher than (Jod there.
The fact remains that at
Texas A&M, no athlete receives
a break of any sort in any shape
or form! If you doubt this. I will
give you the phone numbers of a
few players there that are majoring in law and medicine to name
a few. Many Universities, including Eastern, care about the education of their students and athletes and provides almost forced
studying time and tutoring. If
there were "fluff" class at
Eastern I would be enrolled in
them right now.
This is getting to be long and
a waste of my time to defend
your rant but my last point to
you. "Watching less-evolved
humans chasing a ball around a
grid like a bunch of overgrown
children." When I read this with
a communications professor, we
were mortified by your
words. You are saying that any
athlete in any sport that uses a
ball is overgrown, less-evolved
than yourself and a child. I honestly don't even know what to
say to that. I will just pray for
you!
My advice to you: get some
green tea and maybe take a few
classes on yoga You have some
serious hate issues in your life
and you are placing them on others. This is life, have some fun
and live. It's almost as if you are
waiting for death to come visit
you.
How about you go visit Katie
Weitkamp and have her suggest
some music that will go well
with the green tea? Hate less and
love more!
Scott Sykes,
Student

Eastern pride healthy for campus
Not to make an ongoing
dialogue between opinions
about athletics and academics,
but I believe Rob Wood's letter
from last week's edition of The
Eastern Progress ought to
have a response. There are
three issues in Rob's conjectures that need to be
addressed: school spirit, academic achievement (merit) in
athletic programs at our university and funding.
Extra-curricular activities,
including sports and a wide
range of other activities,
require
support
from
students. Eastern Pride is
what makes this university so
spectacular and united. We
should be proud of all our students and support them in
whatever way they choose to
contribute to the university. If
a student wishes not to attend
a sporting event, even though
the admission is always free to
students, there are many ways
to show Eastern Pride.
All students, including athletes, do their best to support
their school with spirit.
Students attend jazz concerts,
musicals, recitals, debates,
club organizational meetings,
religious discussions and studies, etc. This is how we show
Eastern Pride. It is not that
you as a student are forced or
obligated to support these
events, but you are invited to,
and why wouldn't you?
So much of our collegiate
experience depends on
extracurricular activities,
groups we chose to get
involved in that make us
unique and important to
Eastern Kentucky University.
We can do our best as students to make these groups,
teams, clubs, etc. the best!
As far as funding for athletic programs. Rob Wood has
been
misinformed.
Fortunately, our athletic programs at Eastern are more
than "leeches sucking money
from the rest of the university"

(Wood). A neglected fact is
the amount of money brought
into the university by athletic
programs through donations,
sporting events, merchandise
profits, sponsors and fundraisers.
For example, the golf team
and other sports teams, work
at a bingo hall in Frankfort,
standing on their feet for
hours to make a couple thousand a night. This money is
applied to uniforms, trips and
other budget needs for the
team. There is no need for
students to, feel as if their
hard-earned money is being
thrown into programs they
don't even participate in,
because that is not the case.
On a personal note, Rob
Wood has also been misinformed about the golf team.
Golf players, including myself,
worked extremely hard to get
where we are. Few of us
belong to Country clubs, while
most of us also purchased our
own clubs with money we
earned while working extra
jobs.
Many of us have also
earned academic scholarships
to supplement our athletic
scholarships. Free rides by
athletic scholarships are not
as frequent as you may think,
but you may consider that a
student-athlete may have a
free ride from other scholarships. Furthermore, in order
to retain their scholarships,
student-athletes must maintain
a university-sanctioned GPA
Our athletics have won the
OVC Academic Achievement
Banner eight times in 14
years. Consistently every
year, student-athletes as a
whole earn higher GPAs than
average students.
Thank you for your time
and I hope to see you all at the
next musical performance or
sporting event.
Rachel Montgomery,
Student

Student speaks out
about friend's charges
I am a friend of Avery
Rolland. I just want the people at
Eastern to know the real Avery.
He's not a monster — he
would never do anything like the
accusations in the papers and on
television.
He, in fact, is a very nice person and in my opinion would
help anyone if he thought they
needed help.
I don't think he is capable of
committing an act such as sexual
assault
I just think this whole ordeal

is just a misunderstanding.
I just don't want people to
think that Avery is a monster or
whatever else people will think.
Avery hasa lot of friends, and
none of us think that he is capable of doing this.
So, please, just let the Eastern
community know that.
I don't think he's a monster
and others shouldn't either. He's
a really great guy.
Jessica Carpenter,
Student

Saying hello unnecessary
'The fbUouring was written in
response to a My Turn column
and letter to the editor that
appeared in the last issue nf The
Progress.
In response to "Find some
time to say hello," I've attended
Eastern for a few years now. and
I too have noticed that the campus couldn't be considered "the
friendliest place on Earth." I
believe that title or something of
the like is reserved for some
place belonging to the Disney
conglomerate famous for talking
mice and animatronic dead presidents.
I personally don't mind a bit
that I don't have to make eye
contact with every person I
pass. Yeah I'm one of those horribly rude people with my headphones glued on so I don't have
to worry about people disturbing
my music.
I find infinitely more pleasure
in listening to music than I do
talking to people I don't know, on
campus or anywhere else. And.
you know what, if I'm talking on
my cell phone, don't you think
it's my own damn business?
Maybe I'm calling to check
on my disabled mother at
home to make sure she's doing
OK or if she wants me to come
home at my break to spend time
with her. It's my decision to do
these things. And maybe I don't
want to smile at every person I
pass because it's my right as an
American citizen to abstain from
being friendly if I don't want to.
Not every body is "privileged" enough to have a bubbly
personality and the desire to talk
to everyone they meet.
Honestly. I'm a little wierded out
if somebody I don't know marches up to me out of the middle of
nowhere and starts talking to
me.
Makes me think "escaped
mental patient." You know, if you
want to do that, that's fine. But
just because everyone else on
this campus doesn't feel the
need to "spread the love", don't
take it as a personal offense.
Maybe you could apply to the
afore mentioned corporation in
order to fulfill this need to have
people be friendly. They're
always looking for happy, smiling, friendly people.
In response to "Student frustrated with computer labs" I'm
sure the ITDS department
(a.k.a. the computer lab
people) are working hard every
day just to make it harder on students to complete their work
using on campus labs.
I can just see the higherups planning around a conference table (Hitler-style, mind

you), plotting the many ways
they can thwart the efforts of
students to complete their
work in a timely manner.
Right, and I'm the tooth-fairy.
Ha.
In all reality, the new security
measures in the on campus labs
are for your protection. As
"inconvenient" as they may
seem at first, there are several
reason why it is a better system,
first, by logging users out after
10 minutes of non-use, it protects
your account from being invaded by someone else and whatever "evil" intentions they may
have.
It also prevents non-Eastern
persons from using or abusing
Eastern computers after a negligent student walks away without
logging out If you are working
on something and stop using the
machine, just remember to
move the mouse around or elkk
on something on the screen
every few minutes and this will
prevent the machine from logging you out
Ten minutes is actually quite
a lengthy amount of time.
Secondly, the computer is
cleared after every time the system logs a user off the machine.
This helps to keep the machines
clean of programs downloaded
by individual students that build
up and essentially clog the
machine (just like cholesterol in
an artery).
Would you rather sit down at
a computer and have it run 10
times slower than it should
because some nit-wit who used it
before you downloaded a bunch
of useless programs and
left them on the machine? I
think not, but then again, it
would give you something else
to complain about, wouldn't it?
Also, in reference to not having a
disk to save your work on, ask a
computer lab assistant to show
you how to access your space on
the server.
That's right, you and every
other Eastern student have a
special little space on the
Eastern server reserved for just
such incidents. Once you save a
document on the server, you can
then access it from any of the
ITDS labs on campus. Isn't that
luce of them?
So, in closing, the new system has a few changes, but if
you look at it from a mature
point of view, it has quite a
few advantages. And remember
... nothing is ever perfect and
without change there is no progression. Good luck on your
homework.
Ijeigh-Anna Donithan.
Student

Student defends previous column
The last couple of weeks it
seems that The Progress has
been in the middle of some disagreements between staff members' opinions and other students' opinions.
I encourage the use of a public forum such as The Progress
to state opinions and viewpoints.
I wish more people would take
advantage of the right to
express themselves. The freedom of speech and the freedom
of press are what makes
America such a strong nation.
However, I don't agree with
assumptions on peoples character. In response to a column I
wrote a couple of weeks ago on
Richmond Police officers, Rob
Wood responded with a rather
harsh article that made strong
assumptions about my character.
Wood wrote that I
want "... to get drunk and wild
and not have to pay the price ...
" for inflicting my juvenile
behavior on society. He also
states that I, "shouldn't take
such a crappy attitude toward
the police" and continues on to
say that I am a. "drunk" and disrespectful dumbass.
If he had read my column
and actually paid attention to
what I said he would have realized that these assumptions
couldn't be more wrong.
In the column I said I have

no disrespect for authority and I
respect the profession. I also
emphasized that only some
police officers acted this way,
not all of them.
I also mentioned that I do not
drink, but he decided to not
read that part either and failed
to mention that fact in the article
he wrote in response to mine
the week earlier. I'm not saying
I haven't drank in my life, but I
can count the number of times I
have on one hand and none of
those time was I staggering or
belligerent I am not a drunk as
he portrayed me to be.
Here's what burst my bubble: I.ast week Wood wrote
another letter to the editor to
clarify his views and state his
frustration with people calling
him at home. In doing so he
stated, "if you're going to call
me. re-read the piece and make
sure you understand it. and
write some notes first"
Well I took Wood's advice
and I grabbed my highlighter
and took some notes and found
out that he wrote some pretty
hypocritical things. So I wish
that he would re-read my articles and take some notes before
he called me a drunk and a
dumbass.
Nathan Gray.
Student
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Eastern featured in magazine
for diversity efforts
BY LMOA POLLOCK

Assistant news editor

Eastern was recently featured in Black Issues and
Higher Education for its dedication to diversity. President
Joanne Glasser met with the
magazine's editor who was
impressed with Glasser's
commitment to diversity on
Eastern's campus. She wanted to include Eastern among
other leading universities in
(heir latest issue.
Black Issues in Higher
Education magazine is a wellrecognized and well respected publication that reaches
more African American
administrators and faculty
than any other publication in
the nation. It is very important that its readers know of
our institutional commitment
toward diversity," Glasser
wrote in an e-mail.
The actual numbers of students and faculty that make
up such a diverse campus are
not yet available. The data
from Eastern was submitted
to
the
Council
on

I'ostsecondary Education
and it will release a report on
this years enrollment
When that is released, the
results can be compared lo
last year's statistics ai
Eastern, especially since
Eastern failed to meet the
diversity-related standards
presented by the Kentucky
Plan for Equal Opportunity
last year. This report will also
explain how Eastern is doing
compared to other universities.
Glasser has implemented
several changes to. improve
Eastern's diversity rates
These improvements include:
a staff for the Diversity
Office, recruiters focused on
diverse enrollment. Glasser's
diversity
scholarship,
appointed a university wide
diversity committee and
increased communication on
Eastern as a diverse university"We are concentrating on
communicating Eastern and
what we have to offer to persons of diverse backgrounds

I am continually articulating
the message to others that at
KM , students come first,"
Glasser said.
There are two different
aspects to diversity as it
applies lo ethnic groups. In
Eastern's affirmative action
program, the Office of
Admissions focuses on all
ethnic groups. In the state
equal opportunity plan, the
focus
is
on
African
Americans because- Kentucky
is one of the 15 states that at
one time maintained separate
higher education institutions
for blacks and whites.
"It is crucial that EKU be
better known and appreciated across the state and
nation for the excellence and
depth of its faculty, as well as
the achievements of our students. No longer can we
afford to be the 'best kept
secret in higher education.'"
(ilasser said.
Reach Linda at
tinda_pollock3&eku. edu

Eastern's mediation team wins award
BY ROGER LEE OSBOBNC

News writer

Mediation could become
the next solution for solving
disputes the legal system
deals with.
"More attorneys and court
systems are seeing the need
for alternative dispute resolution practices," said Amy
Thieme, director of mediation at Eastern.
The mediation team
formed to act as a third party
that facilitates a settlement
between disputing parties
according to Thieme.
"A mediator is not there to
determine who is right or
wrong." Thieme said. "They
are not a judge."
The team works with the
parties to help them solve
their own conflict, a practice
that allows the conflict to be
resolved on the terms of the
parties involved.

"The parties end up developing a solution to their own
conflict. The mediator's role
is to facilitate that process,"
Thieme said.
At a recent tournament,
Eastern's mediation team
won the Outstanding New
School ward. The tournament was the first time a
team from Eastern had
attended a national competition.
The mediation tournament
is an offshoot of tinAmerican
Mock
Trial
Association — a program
that is also available at
Kastern.
"Since this was the first
year that Eastern had a mediation team participate al a
tournament, my goal was lor
Ihe students lo do the besi
they could, bill gel more
from the experience than
anything else." Thieme said.
The team attending the

tournament consisted of
three senior speech communication majors, Christopher
Kern, Megan GreathousHaught and Christina Beeler.
'They did a great job with
this and were quite energized by the cases and determining Ihe various strategies
the attorney's might take in
regard lo the cases." Thieme
said.
The students who qualified lo compete were
required to complete a mediation course and take part in
weekly practice of mediation

techniques,

With each new case, and
each forum, they learn a little more about the mediation
process and how lo become a
belter mediator." Thieme
said.

Class works with
students in Hungary
CJ GREGORY
Contributing writer
BY

In one class at Eastern,
some students are working
closely with someone they will
never see.
The class entails a virtual
team project, where students at
Eastern work on a case with
students in Hungary through
the Blackboard system.
"Students need to understand the nature of challenges
they will face after graduation
... this virtual team project
requires students to make business decisions, integrating their
knowledge of various business
functions in an applied, global
context," Mike Roberson, professor of the class, said.
A task as big as this cannot
be accomplished by one professor.
Although Roberson has
actually been in Hungary for
the past month, teaching students there, he can't be in two
places at once.
He is working hand-in-hand
with Zsuzsanna Vitai, who is
the director of English language business programs at
the University of Pecs.
This program is special, as
learning business in English in
Hungary is a special idea," Vitai
said. "One of the important
strategic aims of the program
was internationalization—to
equip students with knowledge
that is readily applicable in an
international setting."
Students communicate with
each other using the university's Blackboard learning system.
Students are required to
check the site and their e-mail
on a daily basis, as deadlines
are rapid and non-negotiable,
i ommunicating in this way also
helps students learn what international business is often like.
"In today's global business
economy, many times managers and employees must
work together on projects and
lasks. despite the fact that they

uOne of the
important
strategic aims of
the program was
internationalization — to equip
students with
knowledge that
is readily
applicable in an
international
setting.
—Zsuzsanna Vitai
Director of English language
business programs at the
University of Pecs

live and work in different parts
of the world." Roberson said.
"Sometimes they can travel and
hold meetings in person, but
cost and time constraints do not
always permit face-to-face meetings."
The partnership between
Eastern and the University of
Pecs has produced many good
things since its inception in
2001.
Jozsef Poor is a professor
from the University of Pecs as
well as managing director at
Mercer Human Resource
Consulting.
Poor has taught at Eastern
for three semesters and helped
Roberson design the case the
students worked on this semesler.
Both professors on this project hope for many more things
in the future.
"Dr. Vitai and I went into

Reach Roger l^ee at
roRerjKborneZHeku. edu

Man
In His
railor Park

BY KATIE WEITKAMP

Kentucky's Executive
Branch Ethics Commission
may be looking closely at
what college and university
employees are doing in the
future.
The commission is in the
forming stages of proposing
a code of ethics, which will
cover all university employees.
"What they've approved is
an idea to create a code of
ethics for university employees." said Jill LeMaster, the
executive director for the
commission. "And whether
or not that will make (university employees) subject to
the same ethics code that
state employees are subject
to. I'm not sure. It may be
portions of the ethics code
that university employees
should be subject to."
The possible ethics code

may include three pails.
LeMaster said.
The first would be lo pro
hibit employees ol Ihe university from contracting a
service to the universitv for
which they work.
Also, it would prevent univer
sities from accepting gifts
from vendors.
The third proposal may I"'
thai university employees
would disclose any conflict of
interest thai they may have
as an employee and abstain
from any discussion or vole
on the topic.
President Joanne Glasser
said the code probably would
not affect the university.
"I do not believe we have
any practices thai would be
in violation of such a code.
The impact would be al the
individual level ir terms of
whatever reporting require
ments might be in place,"
Glasser said.

Glasser said, however,
thai she is in favor of the law
if il will give more confidence
in university employees.
"I understand the environment thai has generated the
current interest and perceived need. I do not think
there are pervasive problems
in public higher education,
but if such codes help preserve public confidence, I
think they have some value,"
she said.
"The president of the
University of Louisville has
been very supportive,"
I.eMaster said.
LeMaster said the commission has only heard from
ihe I' of l.'s president on the
matter. The commission is
still ihe drafting stages right
now.
, Reach Katie at
katherine weitkamiieku.edu

The Bike Shop

Service & Sales of Road and Mountain Bikes

Is coming to
Richmond!
And we're looking for
dependable employees.

Reach CJ at
carson_gregoryl6@eku. edu
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State may create university ethics code
Managing editor

this effort realizing it is a learning experience for us as well,
and we hope to take what we
learn from this year's project
and use those insights to refine
and improve the virtual team
assignment in coming years."
Roberson said. "We are managing teams some 6.000 miles
apart, and we are learning as
we go.
This project was a first time
experience both for us and the
students." Vitai said. The connection [via Blackboard] to
America made the project not
only a learning experience for
students, but also a 'getting to
know others' and 'make friends
abroad' kind of opportunity.
Both professors agree this is
one of the best ways to prepare
students for what may lie ahead
of them in the changing global
economy.
The realistic setting and
real life tasks makes it clear to
Hungarian students what
expectations lie ahead of them
when they go out into the business world, and it does so
much better than a simple lecture class," Vitai said.
Roberson plans to return
and teach the class again, hopefully with as much success as
this year's project
"Next year, we will go into
the project knowing much better how to maximize the learning opportunities of this effort"
he said. "We believe that innovation is essential in business
education as we all search for
new ways to provide our students with chances to develop
and apply business knowledge
and skills."
For more information, contact Roberson at mike.roberson@eku.edu or call the department of management marketing and administrative communication at 622-1377.
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► Sneak Previe
Managing editor Katie
Weitkamp got a sneak
peak of Ashton Kutcher';
new flick. The Butter fl;
Effect." Catch her revie
onB6.
Thursday, November 13, 2003 Bl

FlMNCIAL W0E$
Students acquire
debt during college
College is known as a time for learning, a time for
making new friends, having fun and growing into an
adult For many students, college is also a time for
poor money management and acquiring credit card debt.
According to www.collegecreditcounseling.com, the
average undergraduate leaves college in debt around
$12,000. In addition, those undergraduates have an unpaid
debt on their credit cards of $2,200. Graduate students
acquire more than twice that balance with $5,800 left to pay
on their credit cards upon graduation.
Claudia McCormick, coordinator for stu- college students simply don't have enough life
dent employment, said many graduating stu- experience to handle finances responsibly.
"Money management is like anything else
dents "are in such a credit bind that they can
not afford to live independently" and quite — it takes practice," McCormick said.
To eliminate debt, she suggests students
often end up at their parents home for a short
pay off revolving credit, such as department
period of time after graduation to pay off debt.
McCormick said a big part of the reason store cards and gas cards, and close the
students face large debt is a change in the phi- accounts because those cards charge daily
interest and become more expensive. If a stulosophy of credit card companies.
Previously, those applying for credit cards dent must have credit. McCormick suggests
had to show they were employed with a regu- limiting his or herself to one bank card such
as MasterCard or Visa.
lar source of income to receive a credit card.
Another way to
Today, credit compaalleviate debt, accordnies are targeting coling to Associate
lege students regardless
Accounting Professor
of their financial status
Edmund Fenton, is to
because "credit card
prepare a monthly
companies know there
cash flow budget and
are parents out there
"to be realistic with
willing
to
help,"
the numbers you put
McCormick said.
down."
The companies entice
Fenton
recomstudents with low beginmends adding savings
ning interest rates and
into your budget to
rewards like travel disact as "emergency
counts so they will sign
money" in case some—Claudia McCormick
up for a card they will
thing unexpected hapCoordinator for Student Employment
continue to use for statispens. He also sugtically
10
years,
gests
averaging
McCormick said.
» expenses like travel
After a short period of
low interest and after the student has acquired and incidentals like health insurance into your
a habit of whipping out the credit card instead budget and to watch discretionary expenses
of paying with cash or debit, the companies because they can really add up during a
increase to a higher interest rate of around 18- month.
Fenton recommends using a credit card
24 percent.
"Kids pay it, not because they want to be rather than a debit card because, if stolen, you
taken advantage of, but because they are not will pay little or none of the money spent after
well informed," McCormick said. "Your stu- the theft, whereas, with a debit card, someone
dent years are a good time to establish credit, could wipe out your whole account. Fenrton
noted you should pay your card off monthly so
but you have to use it responsibly."
McCormick noted that your credit rating you don*t acquire any interest.
Some of the warning signs of poor money
can affect your daily life. For example, insurance companies can charge you more if you management, according to Fenton, are when
have a poor credit rating. The companies can you start bouncing checks regularly, you find
also charge you larger interest rates if you yourself only paying the minimum balance on
have no past credit, thus the reason 18-24 year your credit card bills, you run out of money
olds, college-age students, are given such high before the end of the week or you don't have
enough money for necessities like food or gas.
rates.
"It's an awakening for a lot of students."
Another reason college students acquire
debt, according to McCormick. is that part of Fenton said. "Money is easy to spend, but
that debt comes from the fact traditional-age hard to come by."

u

Your student years are a
good time to establish
credit, but you have to
use it responsibly.

Article by Tracy Haney
Reach Tracy at tracy_haney5@eku.edu

The Cheap Alternative
Counseling Center's
Web site suggests the
foHowing entertainment
for less than five bucks.

w

o Play cards
___■■>
o Rent movies
o Shoot pool
o Ray intramural sports

o Go to a dance club
o Lift weights
'ii o Attend a sporting event
' oGotothepark
o Attend a play
o Go for ice cream
Eun-toung Mbu/Progress

wmm^mm
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Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Megan
Hansen al 622-1882
or by entail at
progress*" fku.edu.

What'sonTap

TODAY

PICK

8 p.m.
I here will be an Army Field
Band < iim >' in ihe Brocl
uiditoi nun

Dancing the night away with dance theatre

TUESDAY

BY MEGAN HANSEN

be $5 for students and $8 for
non-students.
The dance theatre group
started planning for this
If you want to see good
concert in early September.
dancing but you don't want
"It's like planning a wed
to leave Eastern's campus,
ding every semester,"
the EKU Dance Theatre.
McAdam said.
group can help you out.
The group has anywhere
The KKU Dance Theatre
from 40-60 members each
group will be presenting its
semester. They are a self
semi-annual concert at 8
supporting group. Eastern
p.m. on Nov. 18-21 in
provides them with space to
O'Donnell Hall Auditorium
practice and to perform and
in the Student Services
some of the equipment they
Building. A group of Model
need. Anything that they
Laboratory School students
need, such as costumes,
will be performing before
Photo Submitted comes from the money they
the concert.
"The Model students From left to right: Jenn HaH, Deborah Engtebrecrrt, Sarah Downs, make from ticket sales and
used to dance during the Patrick Murphy and Jacinda Bertie rehearse "Carpe Diem" for the from doing lecture/performances at local schools.
concert but we now have so dance theatre concert.
"A lot of dance theatre
many people in dance themembers are not dance
atre we don't have lime for
"By the last night last minors, they just like to
them to dance during the straight ballet," McAdam
semester, we had to turn dance," McAdam said.
actual
concert."
said said.
Anastasia McGlothlin and people away because there "Dance theatre is an extraMarianne McAdam, adviser
to the dance theatre group.
Kacey Frailer are guest were no more seats in the curricular activity for most
of our members."
The dance theatre group choreographers this semes- auditorium," McAdam said.
For more information
If you decide to come to
is known to do a variety of ter. I'razier is an Eastern
dances at the concerts. This graduate who now works as the dance theatre concert, about the dance theatre
freelance
dancer. plan on coming out early to group or the dance theatre
year there will be modern a
concert, contact Marianne
tap, which is a cross McGlothlin runs her own make sure you get a ticket.
"We will probably sell out McAdam by e-mail at maricompany
in
between "Stomp" and "Tap dance
Dogs." a Latin piece, a hip Louisville. The Art! Art! most of our performances," anne.mcadain@eku.edu or
hop all men's piece and ;i Barking
Dog
Dance McAdam said. "You may by phone at 622-1901
want to come out Tuesday
swing piece with 20 dancers company.
tast semester, during the night because normally
in it.
Reach Megan at
"What has drawn people three nights that the concert Tuesday night has the lowmegan_haMSfn4i6eku.edu
to our concerts in the past is was performed, there were est attendance numbers."
The cost of attending the
our variety of dance. It's not more than 1,100 people who
dance theatre concert will
straight modern and not attended.
What's on Tap editor

FRIDAY
1:25 p.m.
There will be an Eastern
Student Recital in the Foster
Building. Room KKI It is free
for all students.

SATURDAY
7:30 p.m.
Eastern's women's basketball
team will be playing Sports
Reach in the I'aul McBrayer
Arena.

SUNDAY
. VMM '»* ' '■"*

3 p.m.
Eastern's woodwind quintet
will be giving a recital in the
Brock Auditorium.
8 p.m.
Eastern's guitar ensemble will
be giving a concert in the
Brock Auditorium.

psychology, huh?

\bundanl 1 ifc Ministries
1705 EmncRd
(classes lor all ages &
nurseries available)
Phone: 859425-5366
Surul.n scrawl 10 a.m.
Sim. Morning Worship: 11 a.m.
Sun. Evening Worship: ft p.m.
Wednesday evening: 7 p.m.
Kadk> Services: Weekdays al 1:30
p.m onWCBR II10 AM
Van rides available on or off campus. (C onUKl church & leave message.)
Hif> Mill Ascaar Christian
121 Big Hill Ave.
Phone: 859-623-1592 (office)
Phone: 85<Mi21-oftOu (answering
machine)
Sunday School: °:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: IO:45a.m.
Evening Worship: ft p.m.
On Wednesday, Christian Students
Sen ing Christ meets at 7 p.m.
( alt the office at one of the numbers listed above for transportation
to meetings.
Church of Christ
4ft 1 I'ohtano (in Urookhnc Sub. off
(ioggins 1 anc
West side 1-751
Numbs: 9dll a.m.. 10-20 a.m.. ft
p.m.
( ollcge Bible Study:
Wednesdays. 7 pm.
Ride: 624-2218 or 985-1924
Fptscnpal Church of Our Saviour
2323 Lexington Rd. it S. 25 N.i
Phone: 859-623-1226
Sunday Worship: 8:30ajn. and 11
a.m.
Aduli Eoacanoa: ■*30>.ni.

Way to go buddy.
You finally worked up the nerve to talk to that girl from Psych 101,
but you still sounded like a doofus with nothing intelligent to say.
That f where we coma in.

Em IION irrr

.§£
ce=«

3 4:30 p.m.

Justice
fl
Safety
Distinguished
I eclurer
I lennis Longmire, fi uni Sam
Houston State Univcrsitv, will
In giving .i lecture on the
death penalty in Ihe Stratton
Building, Room l"u
6:30-7:30 p.m.
Live " Vour I ihrai y will be
presenting a Bin Ba 'I
I (i inn in ili« (itand Reading
Room of iln Cn '#oe librm .
/< p.m.
I ivi ■»■ Your I i' i;i' \ *'II be

presenting a Hi;
t uncerl in Ihe Ki i'ti
Building.

uand
-im-on

WEDNESDAY
4:40-5:30 p.m.
The EKU (It o1 igy Seminal
Seiies
pii'8< nis
Frank
Etten lohn
"Interpreting
Seismiles in Ihe i
I imestone in the Koai I;
Building, Room ',() i
H p.m.
I he Eastei n Sti ing I Ircheslra
will be giving ;i concert in the
Brock Auditorium.

CHUI*CH DIRE CTORY

SO...

EMAIL

MONDAY

PROGRESS

9-10:30 p.m.
Comedian Clay Kalliff "Tinfunniest man in his trailer
park!" will be in O'Donnoll
Hall Auditorium in the
Student Services Building as
part of Thursday Alternative
Getaway. For mine information contact Brandee Fetrey in
the Office of Student Life at
622-3855.

MW

Megan Hansen, editor
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Visit our website and subscribe to the Email Edition.
YouD get the latest campus news, college sports, and
calendar events delivered rinht to your inbox.
Filled with intelligent topics..
Subscribe to the Email Edition today!

www.easternprogress.com

first Alliance Church
1405 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone: s5'>-ft24-9,x78
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Sumlav Worship: 8:27 a.m.. 10:45
a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer and cell
groups: 7:00 p.m.
( ollcge age fellow ship aeliv itics.
fall and Spring Retreat
1 or free transportation to Sund.iv
service*, call 859-624-9878.
first Baptist < hurch
( nrner of Francis & Collins
Slrecl
(00 1 r.uicis Si
Robert R Blylhe. Pastor
Phone 859424-2045
Suitde) School: g: ('I :i ni
Sunday Worship: 1 1 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study 7 p.m.
(classes lot all ages)
isi i iui.lv Prayer < Ircle* noon
11st 1 ndav ol each month).

hirst Baptist
, h
.150 W Mam al 1 uucasici \\€
Phone: 859-623-4028
Sunday School 9;40u.tn
Sunday Worship V HI a.m.. II i in
& ft p.m.
Wednesday Worship: t. 15 p.m
s.l B.S.- 7:30 p.m. at BSli t enter.
Supper and Bible Study
First Christian ('hatch
Main ami 1 auca.su i Si
Phone. »5°-623-438J
Rarly Worship N:40a.m.
Church School 9:40 am
Morning Worship 10:40 I m
FKl1 Christian < onncction
(for all students)
lucsday 1 p in.
Firsl 1 ailed Methodist ( hatch
401 W Main at 1 mcasun <
Phone- 859-623-3580
Sunday moniing ttaorship services:
1 raditional service. 8:30 ■< "<
Blended scrvicea. 10:45 .t.ni
Sunday school: 9:35 J.Ol
First Presbyterian (hurch
(PCUSAl
330 W Mam Si
Phone: 859423-3323
Sunday School: 9:45 t m
Sunday Worship 11 .i.ni
Weekly Bible Study: Mondav. 10
a.m., in the (hurch Parlor
Family Night Supper: (weekly and
free!) Wednesday, ft p.m . m ihe
fellowship Hall
Kichnwad First (hurch of the
Na/arcne
l.'ft Aspen Ave
Phone: 859-623-5510
Sunday School: 9:45 i w
MiHiuug Worship: KMOa.lll
Sunday evening: ft p.m
Wednesday: 7 p.m.
Bible Study
Youth. ( ollcge A 1 steer, t hililuns
Programs

Piayci NU in .-• Bibh siudv
t. <0 p in
I'u school i Inlilu-ii • Youth
\cli< ilic- h »l p in

St. Slrphi n ( alholii N.-wnnin
( cntci
405 i mvii m l)i
Phot* K5'l .
Sllild.i. M.i |> in
-.nn.l IV s ,,,,
,, |, ,,, isi («)|
New III.III v i -lit lot ill students:
wed ■' i in
St 1 hoiiiHs 1 ulhriitn ( linn h
1285 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone s,-i ,.•
i
Sunday, li idiltoiKil Ss rvtcc s "i
a in
siin.l.i. SerKHil " 1
Sunday i mill niporai Worship 11
.i in

It mili ( htirch P( \
'1 i Spang - Hi
(In In ml Pi /.I l"H "li the In passi
Rul -lid K
mi'Vvot hip it 1 (i ,i ni
Sunday St i"»'i .ii 11 10 a.m.
Pa ioi ( mi Caardnct
IMi..n. K59 (•:•! K9I0
WMipage il.k-III.IIH comtiscfs* miiv
1 nilHiiati-l nivrrsalisl l-Vllowship
;i liberal ethically bused rcligMM
wlm li . n. .uii.r-. s ill. null* hlu.il
I'm lilt ol
mis ti.-.h iiuisiilc the confincti
ni i p.uii. ul.ii duclttliv. \dull scrvtic. youth I'l.i.iiiii .nid meschonl
cue Sutul.i-. If. 1 - a.m ti 'ii')
si i icotgt street i iu more infimtt i
lion U'y ..ii 1.. <.in website
ww,» ■
MI in uli ...IK.IIIII
.mi ..i i ..II i. ■ ' in.il tH t
Wi-sisnl. ( hrisliaa < hurch
I ml "i H.
lotiti ii. -,. - ii.im
\llun t'onl
Mailing tddi
1432 Fatrlanc l>i
I'll,, ||,

Kichmond ( hurch of ( hrist
713 W. Main St.
Services Suiid.n llihk School U
a m Suml.iv witislnp In ,i ni
Sunday evening h p m
Wcilncsd.o Bible School " pat
t olonels i "r ( lui.i i p.in
1 lllllsd.lV
Powell Building
Phone: 623 ■
Kul Huns. Baptist ( hurch
2301 Red Hoii*- Rd
\d.im Doolcv Pastor
Phone: ss" <•': 8471
i illi . ,y (,'arcei B Mi Study
■» HI mi
Sunday Vsnisiiip 10.45 a i
p in.

ss 1 ,. ■ . M.S

snn.i.i. St lt< — ■! i is a ni
s Inj Worship in l ,i

II,

,v i,

pin

'.. I'-.n'. '. Blhl Sludi
7

pm
i- i

i
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Around&About

Cindy Held, editor
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Greens address
Planetarium honors flight carpooling
issue

BY ERIC BARRIER

Staff Writer

BY CINDY HELD

Humans look control of the
sky 100 years ago and the
Hummel Planetarium is celebrating the achievement this
Saturday.
The planetarium will present its program. "]00 Years of
Flight." at 7:30 p.m. The program is free and open to
everyone.
"It's a historical event we're
celebrating," said Jack
Fletcher, the planetarium's

director.

On Dec. 17. 1903, the
Wright brothers flew the first
controlled, powered flight in
human history in Kitty Hawk.
N.C.
Fletcher said the Wright
brothers' efforts have led to
today's space flights — efforts
to which the planetarium and
the field of astronomy owe
much.
The presentation begins
with opening remarks by
Fletcher before he hands the
microphone over to David
(larrigus. who will give a prologue to the film he produced,
"Kitty Hawk: The Wright
Brother's
Journey
of
Invention."
The film will be a 52-minute
abridged version of the twohour original.
After the film, a presentation of a 1:6 scale model of the
Wright brothers' original
plane will be given. Special
education professor Roy
Meckler. dressed as Orville
Wright, will explain the model.
"He's pretty knowledgeable
on the Wright brothers and
the
model
especially,"
Fletcher said.
While Meckler presents
the plane, the audience will

Around&About editor

Everyone on campus
complains about parking
and it seems that there
isn't much we can do about
it. The FKU Greens, however,
have a suggestion: carpooling.
The KKU (ireens is a slu
dent organization affiliated
with the Green Party political
organization. According to the
Greens, not only will carpooling alleviate the parking problem but also unite members of
the campus community, help
commuters save money on fuel
costs and vehicle wear and tear
and will help the environment
Cindy Held/Progress by releasing less carbon dioxide into the air; a contributing
Jack Fletcher, director of the Hummel Planetarium, stands beside a scale model ot the Wright brother's
factor to global warming.
original plane displayed for the Nov. 15 show at the Hummel Planetarium.
Since protecting the environment is one of the Greens
party's 10 key values, they
brations in the next few yens
also be free to try a virtual a-half before the program.
He said the planetarium In 1957. the first satellite went have decided to promote carflight of the Wright brothers'
plane. The planetarium will has prepared for a response into orbit, and the first human pooling to commuters on camhave several computers set up larger than originally expect- space flight was "not too long pus.
"I hope people's distaste for
after that."
with the "First Flight" pro- ed
As for now. Fletcher wants parking would fuel their desire
"If we get a significant numgram that simulates the origiber of reservations, over ltvl. people to "just come and for carpooling because carpoolnal flight.
"Give your hand at trying we will show the movie a sec- enjoy" the planetarium's cele- ing is a way to reduce the numbration of aviation's 100-year ber of cars that come to camto fly the craft itself," Fletcher ond time," Fletcher said.
Fletcher also said the plan- history and to celebrate the pus and makes parking better
said. "You can see if you can
etarium's decision to put on fact that a century ago, two for everybody." said Matthew
do better than they did"
Fletcher admitted he has the program a month ahead of bicycle repairmen interested Winslow. EKU (ireens adviser.
beaten the Wright brothers' the anniversary was a tactical in the idea of human flight, "We think this is a nice way to
were able to change the way combine our interests in pre59-second flight record one.
serving the environment and
"We decided to do it in humans view their world.
"many" times.
'I'm sure somebody else people's discontent with parkHe said the program will November to try to avoid as
not necessarily stop at a given much of the holiday season as would have gotten around to ing on campus. It's a win-win
building an airplane." Fletcher situation."
we can," he said.
time.
To increase carpooling the
In mid-November, the plan- said, "but they were the first
"It's just however long you
etarium will not have to com- ones to do it. This particular Greens have had several ideas
want to stick around," he said.
Fletcher suggests that any- pete with Thanksgiving, finals event is a significant event and but have realized it's a difficult
problem to solve due to peowe certainly want to mark it."
one wanting to attend make or Christmas for an audience.
ple's reluctance to be flexible
Fletcher said though this is
reservations because only 164
and difficulty to find someone
spots are available and more the first program of its kind
to carpool with. Winslow said
Reach Eric at
than 100 people had made for the planetarium, he could
this problem should be easily
eric barrieriieku.edu
reservations since a week-and- foresee similar 50-year cele-

re me
(I i <• d
o (I ii e
to the
s h e e r
number of
people
who
commute.
According to the
(Ireens there are 5,919 stu
dents, faculty and staff who
commute from Lexington
alone.
"In those I'.1*"' pei.pl.- who
potentially come
(from
Lexington), they can probably
find someone with their same
schedule." Winslow said.
Although the (Ireens don't
have a logistical plan to implement carpooling they want to
bring the issue t<> light on
campus. They suggest calling
the Lexington Bluegrass
Mobility Office that operates a
carpool/van pool computer
ride-matching program at
(859) 233-POOL
"What we would like to
accomplish is to really pro
mote carpooling on campus.
Winslow said.
If you have any ideas, (pies
lions or concerns about car
pooling you can contact
Greens President Cullin
Weiskopf
at
cullin.weiskopl S eku.edu,
Leah
McQuade
al
leah_mcquad<—9eku.edu or
the
Greens
adviser
Matthew
Winslow
at
matthew.win8low@eku.edu.
You can also attend the
Greens
meetings every
Wednesday at S p.m. in the
Ravine or Cammack 205 in
case of bad weather.
w

Reach Cindy al
cynthiajicld'1!ku cdu

DON'T BE LEFT IN THE DARK
WHEN YOU PAY FOR COLLEGE
There arc 250,000 ways to pay for college
with our Scholarship Channel.

GET PAID TO
GO TO SCHOOL.
TALK ABOUT
ROLE REVERSAL.

Search over 250.000 scholarships
in our free database
Receive relevant scholarship
updates through email
Increase your success rate
through articles and advice

The U.S. Air Foice will pay for you to continue your odi cation
while you serve your country as a nurse Through selection into
the Air Force Institute of Technology program, you could earn
your advanced degree in as little as two years and get paid to do
it. You'll be part of an elite team of medical professionals who
have chosen to serve their country in this proud institution
To learn more about Air Force Nursing, please visit airforce.com
orcall 1.800.423.USAF to request more information
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Todd Purvis, editor

Murray sanctions push EKU to second
Volleyball team advances after
Murray player ruled ineligible
BY EBONY HIGHTOWER

Assistant sports editor

The
Murray
State
University volleyball team selfreported a secondary violation
to the NCAA involving an eligibility issue with one of its volleyball student-athletes.
MSU has three selfimposed penalties that include:
removal of consideration as the
host site for the Ohio Valley
Conference
Volleyball
Championship (top seed hosts
of the tournament), forfeiture
ol six victorious conference
matches this season in which
the ineligible player performed
and will not apply for reinstatement of the ineligible player.

and therefore, will not have her
available for the remainder of
the season, according to David
Snow Sports Information
Director at MSU.
The sanctions that Murray
imposed on themselves are not
severe enough," said Lori
Duncan head volleyball coach
at Eastern. "Removal of consideration as the host site for the
OVC Championship; they don't
get the opportunity to host the
OVC championship because
they have lost loo many games.
"Forfeiture of the six matches that the ineligible player performed in; that is the only true
sanction they were given. They
will not reinstate the ineligible
player; ibis girl will be 28 years

u
What Murray State has done in my
mind lacks integrity. If college athletics does not have integrity then it
doesn't have anything.
—Lori Duncan
Head volleyball coach

yy
old in a month and a half. She
has no eligibility left." Duncan
said.
Murray is reportedly blaming the player. Choaran "Abby"
Gui, for misrepresenting herself to coaches. "Murray said

she provided false information
on a form," stated Kim Melcher
assistant commissioner for
Media Relations for the OVC.
The name she enrolled into
Murray is the same name that
is on the 1999 World Cup. the

same name she played under in
the Sydney Olympic games.
"For that institution to
blame this on that girl is
wrong. The assistant coach at
Murray is from China and for
him not to know that she
played on the national team
and in the 2000 Olympics is
bogus." Duncan said. "She was
a national player and they went
to China to recruit her.
"What Murray State has
done in my mind lacks integrity. If college athletics does not
have integrity then it doesn't
have anything." Duncan said.
She feels it is unfair to other
OVC teams now ranked below
Murray. She believes Murray
should not be allowed to
remain in the tournament at all.
"They should not be eligible
for the OVC tournament."
Duncan said. "How would you
feel if your were Samford,
Tennessee Tech. Eastern

Illinois, Tennessee-Martin or
Tennessee State? You have
done everything right this year.
You have not gone to China
and gotten four national team
players. You have gotten
American kids to come in and
play for you. You've done
everything right, not cheated,
and you're not going to get to
go to the OVC tournament this
year because Murray State is
going to take the sixth spot.
According to Duncan,Gui
was All-OVC last year.
She said Gui's title should
be taken from her since her
age would have made her ineligible last year. Duncan believes
Murray should have to forfeit
the games she played in last
year also.

Reach Ebony at
ebony_hightower@eku.edu

Eastern seeks
third straight
BY TODD PURVIS

yards and eight touchdowns.
"He is a great receiver,"
Hope said.
This
weekend
the
Also leading the way for
Colonels will travel to the Skyhawk offense will be
Nashville, Tenn. to take on junior running back Charles
the Tennessee State Titans, Anthony. Anthony is the
where they are looking to OVC's leading rusher, where
remain in contention for the he has racked up 1,327 yards
OVC title.
on the ground for 10 touch"It should be a great foot- downs.
ball game." Head coach
"They have a heck of a
Danny Hope said. "Going running back, he makes peodown there and playing in ple miss and he's got great
that big stadium is a lot of fun speed," Hope said.
for our football team."
The Tennessee State
Both
Eastern
and defense leads the OVC, by
Tennessee State are in must only allowing 316.1 yards per
win situations this weekend, game, and has allowed a
because they are tied for sec- league low 156 first downs to
ond place in conference play.
their opponents.
"This is a huge game for
"They have a very big and
us, because we're still in the physical defensive front,"
race for the conference cham- Hope said.
pionship," Hope said.
Leading the way for their
Eastern will be coming stellar defense will be James
into this weekend's game Dumervil, who has recorded
with an overall record of 5-5. 76 stops on the season, and is
and a conference record of fourth in the OVC for tackles.
4-2.
Dumervil has also recorded
Last
weekend.
the two forced fumbles and one
Colonels picked up a big win fumble recovery.
over
conference
rival
Also leading the Titan
Tennessee-Martin, by a score defense will be senior defenof 41-32.
sive back Deon Giddens who
The Titans will take the is tied for the OVC led with
field with an overall record of four pass interceptions this
6-4 and a conference record season. Giddens also has
of 4-2 after falling last week- recorded 46 tackles on the
end to Southeast Missouri by season.
a margin of 52-35.
Tennessee State has a
The series for the two con- very balanced attack on
ference rivals dates back to offense.
1982. The two teams have
"They can come out and
met 16 times, where the have a big game by running
Colonels lead the series 14-2. or passing the ball, they've
In last year's contest. Eastern put a lot of points on the
was able to drop the Titans board this season," Hope
by a margin of 45-20.
said.
In this weekend's conferLeading the way for the
ence match, Tennessee State Colonel offense will be junior
will be led by the play of quarterback Matt Guice.
senior wide receiver C.J. Guice has completed 56.5
Johnson. Johnson is the percent of his throws and is
OVC's all-time leading receiv- averaging 197 yards per
er, and he broke Tennessee game. Guice has 1.971 passState's career receiving ing yards on the season and
record last week. Johnson
has caught 44 balls for 806
See OVC, B5
Sports editor

Nathan Gray/Progress
Senior tackle Mike Dunn and defensive end Chad Dewberry sack Tennessee-Martin's quarterback in Saturday's win. Dunn had five
tackles and two sacks and Dewberry had nine tackles and .5 sacks. The Colonels won by a score of 41-32.

Colonels hold off UT-Martin
BY TODD PURVIS

Sports editor

This past weekend the
Colonels hosted conferencerival Tennessee-Martin, where
their persistent play led them
to victory once again. The
Eastern win improved their
overall record to 5-5, and
boosted their conference
record to 4-2.
"It was a great game, they
are really a super competitive
football team and they are
more talented than people give
them credit to be," Head coach
Danny Hope said. "It was a
hard (ought battle."
After coming off of a slow
start in the first half and trailing
by a margin of 16-13, the
Colonels responded in the second half by posting 14 unan
swered points in the third quar-

ter and pulled out the victory
by a score of 41-32.
"I was really proud of our
football team to come from
behind and win the football
game." Hope said. "We drew
their A-game and was able to
withstand their efforts and still
come out with the win and that
was huge.''
The Eastern defense came
out and went to work right
away in the contest, and forced
the Skyhawks to go three and
out on the drive, which ended
in a in -Martin punt.
The Colonels started their
first drive from the Skyhawk
47-yard line, where junior quarterback Matt (iuice hit sophomore receiver Andre Ralston
for a 29-yard gain, on the first
play of the game. Senior running back Terry Ennis then
ran the ball down inside the

UT-Martin 9-yard line, which
set up a 28-yard field goal by
senior kicker Adam Smith,
with 11:18 left in the first quarter, giving the Colonels the
early lead of 3-0.
On the ensuing drive, the
Skyhawks put together a nineplay touchdown drive that covered 67 yards. The drive ended
in a 15-yard screen pass from
quarterback Brady Wahlberg
to receiver Taure Stephens,
which gave UT-Martin the 7-3
lead, with 7:28 left in the first
quarter.
The Skyhawks defense then
posted an impressive showing,
when they forced the Colonels
to go three and out and were
able to force a fumble on the
punt attempt. Eastern punter
Phil Kuhl fell on the ball in the
end zone, resulting in an
Eastern safety, which pushed

the lead up to 9-3 with 6:25 left
in the first quarter.
In the second quarter, the
Colonel offense fed off of a
missed field goal attempt from
UT-Martin, which gave
Eastern the ball at their own
20-yard line.
After a series of running
and passing plays that covered
65 yards. Smith came on and
was able to stick a 32 yard field
goal, which narrowed the
Skyhawk lead to 9-6, with 6:59
left in the half.
On the following drive, UTMartin drove the ball down
field and answered again, when
running back Justin Glover
found the end zone from two
yards out. which extended the
Skyhawk lead by a margin of
16-6. with 2:29 left in the first
half.
See WIN, B5

Eastern falls in exhibition game

BY TODD PURVIS

Sports editor

The men's basketball season
was underway last Monday
night, when they hosted the
Sports Reach Crusaders.
Hie Colonels came out in the
Contest and were leading at halllime, but suffered from a coldshooting second half, which led
to an 80-69 loss.
They are a very good baski i
ball team. We didn't shoot the
ball very well, but we saw a lot of
areas that we need to work on
and that is the reason that you
play those games." Head coach
Travis Ford said.
In the first half of play.
Eastern came out and shot 15 of
34 for 44 percent, while Sports
Reach shot 13 of 35 for 37 percent from the field. After the first
half, the Colonels led 39-34.
In the second half, the
Crusaders went on a 16-6 run.
that put them up by a margin of
58-48. with 11:06 left to play.
Eastern then responded with
a run of their own. which cut the

Sports Reach k-ad to 62-59, with
4:45 left to play. The Crusaders
then put together a 13-1 run that
made the score 75-60. with 2:35
left in regulation.
The Colonels ended up falling
by amarginofKO-W.
"We didn't run our offense
well, we didn't execute very well

offensively, we didn't screen
very well, and we didn't do very
well in defensive transition, we
let them get out and get too
many easy baskets." Ford said.
In the contest. Kastern was
k-d by the play of senior forward
Jon Bentley, who scored 11
points and eight rebounds.
Also leading the way was
sophomore guard Matt Witt Witt
finished with 11 points and eight
assists

Junior forward Michael
Haney chipped in with 10 points
and collected wen rebounds.
"Michael Haney played well
in stretches." Ford said.
Kastern
center
Tim
Volpenhein collected eight
rebounds and scored three

points in the game.
Tim played well," Ford said.
The Colonels played 12 different players in the game.
"We played a lot of players,
more than I normally would, I
wanted to see who could play
and who would play when the
lights came on," Ford said.
Sports Reach was led by the
solid shooting of former
Louisville star James "Boo"
Brewer. Brewer was 11 of 16
from the field, and 5 of 7 from
behind the three-point line, giving him 32 points in the contest
The Colonels will open their
2(X)3 regular season Friday, Nov.
21 at 8:10 p.m.. when they will
travel to Saint Louis University.
Eastern wiB return home at 7:30
p.m.. Nov. 25 to host Ohio
Wesleyan at McBrayer Arena
"We've still got a lot to work
on, we've got to get better at
everything." Ford said.
Brad Gough/ProgrsM

Reach Todd at
todd_purvisl@eku. edu

Junior forward Michael Haney dives on the floor and tips the ball to Tim Volpenhein in Monday's loss to
the Sports Reach Crusaderr Haney had 10 points and seven rebounds. Eastern returns to action Nov.21.
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Volleyball team
splits weekend
BY EBONY HMHTOHHM

Assistant sports editor

(Eastern's volleyball team hit
the road again last weekend for
a big road trip, last Friday the
COIonels played Southeast
Missouri and on Saturday they
played Eastern Illinois.
Eastern's match against
SEMO was a tough one. Head
coach Lori Duncan was upset
with the calls of the officials.
"I have never been so frustrated in all my years of coaching," Duncan said.
The Ohio Valley Conference
standings were on the line that
night. If Eastern won the match
against SEMO then they would
have second place solely. Since
SEMO won the match. Eastern
is tied with Jacksonville State
(or second place.
"We played well enough to
win the match. With good officiating we would have,"
Duncan said.
The Colonels came out
strong in the first match and
had a hitting percentage of
.305. Eor the entire match
Eastern hit .265 while SEMO
hit .292 on the night.
Sophomore middle blocker
Liz Guard tied a career-high
with 25 kills to go along with
seven digs and .447 hitting percentage.
Junior outside hitter Lesley
Aldridge added 18 digs and 13
kills, while freshman outside
hitter Jessica Sabath had a double-double of her own with 17
digs and 12 kills.

WIN: Eastern beats Tennessee-Martin 41-32

a

From Page B4

Seniors Kristi Kuzma and
Joyce Moeller recorded 21 and
15 digs respectively. Freshman
Kasha Brozek also reached
double-figures with 12 digs,
four total blocks and a .348 hitting percentage.
Saturday proved to be a better day for the Colonels. They
beat the Eastern Illinois team
3,-1 improving their OVC
record to 10-4.
"I told the ladies that they
had to invest themselves as
emotionally and as physically
as they did in the game
before," Duncan said. They
drove six hours and were able
to beat an OVC contender on
the road.
Aldridge led the Eastern
squad with 16 kills, 20 digs, two
aces and three block assists.
Sabath added a double double
with 27 digs and 13 kills, while
Kuzma had 23 digs for the
Colonels. Guard recorded 15
kills and a .440 hitting percentage to go along with three
block assists.
Kelly Jennings had 47
assists, six digs, five kills and
five aces on the night while fellow freshman Brozek, tallied
up eight kills and seven total
blocks.
With the weekend victory,
stats show that the Eastern
team is poised and ready to
take the OVC championship.

Reach Ebony at
ebony Jiightowervbeku. edit

The Colonel offense then
responded by electrifying the
crowd on their first play from
scrimmage on the next drive.
Guice threw a strike to Ralston,
which covered 65 yards, and was
good for Eastern's first touchdown of the contest, which narrowed the lead to 16-13, just
before the first half came to a
closure.
"We ran out there right
before the half and put or
play strike right down tl>
>u,'
Hope said. "That play was huge,
it really changed the complexion
of the game."
To start the second half, the
Colonels picked up where they
left off.
"We came out and settled
down a little bit in the second
half and scored the first three
times that we had the ball,"
Hope said.
On Eastern's first possession
of the half, they were able to find
the end zone off of an 80-yard
drive, which was sparked by
Guice's pass to Andre Green for
a 41-yard gain. The Colonels
capped the drive off when senk>r
tailback Terry Ennis found the
end zone with a seven yard
scamper, giving the Colonels
their first lead in the contest, by
a margin of 20-16. with 10:35 left
in the third quarter.
On the Colonels next possession, they marched down field
once again and find the end zone
when senior tailback Aaron
Murray took the handoff six
yards for the score, which
pushed the Colonel lead up to
27-16, with 4:44 left in the third
quarter.
On the Skyhawks following

We needed to win against Martin
to keep our hopes of having a winning season alive and keep us in
the hunt for the conference tide.
—Danny Hope
Head football coach

yy
drive, they were able to drive the
ball 85 yards downfield and
score when running back Ben
Harrison plunged the ball up the
middle from the 1-yard line,
which narrowed the Eastern
lead to 27-23 with 14:09 left in
the game.
After the UT-Martin touchdown, the Colonels quickly
responded when Guice hit
Evans for a 14-yard gain, then
junior running back C j. Hudson
was able to run outside for an 34yard gain, which set up the
Colonels next touchdown. From
the Skyhawk 14-yard line, Guice
hit Ralston for a 14-yard touchdown reception, which pushed
Eastern's lead up to 34-23, with
12:53 left in the fourth quarter.
The Skyhawks were able to
put together a scare for the
Colonels when they scored off of
a field goal and a touchdown on
their next two possessions
.which took the Eastern lead
down to 34-32, with 2:47 left to
play in the contest.
After UT-Martin tried to get
the ball back from an on-side
kick attempt, the Colonels were

Lady Colonels open season
BY JILL STINSON

Sports writer

The I-ady Colonel basketball team will take the court
for the first time this season
on Saturday against Sports
Reach. This game is an exhibition game that will not count
on their record, but will help
prepare the lady Colonels for
the upcoming season.
Sports Reach is a team with
much variety. Their j)ersonnel
is made up of former college
players from throughout the
country.
"It's hard to prepare for a
team like this," Head Coach
I ai iv Joe Inman said.
The lady Colonels play a
very tough non-conference
schedule this season and are
hoping that playing Sports

Reach in the pre-season will
get them ready for the regular
season.
"We've put a lot of stuff in
and aren't sharp with all of it
yet," Inman said.
Although
the
Lady
Colonels are not yet where
they want to be, they are excited to take the court against a
different team. This will be
the first time the 20034)4 Lady
Colonels
face
an
opponent. The team returns
several veterans and has a few
new faces as well.
"We are not as quick as we
have been in the past, but we
are much deeper," Inman said.
Katie Kelly and Miranda
Eckerle were both named to
the preseason All-OVC so
great things are expected
from them against Sports

Join us for
dinner in a

SMOKE FREE
atomosphere!

Madison

From Page B4
thrown for 12 touchdowns.
"Our quarterback is a real
playmali'-r" Hope s'';''
Also leading the way lor
the Colonels air attack is
sophomore receiver Andre
Ralston. Ralston has caught
53 passes for 935 yards and
six touchdowns.
"We have potential to be
very strong with the passing
game or very ttlrong with the
running game, sometimes we
come out and do both." Hope
said.
Leading the way for the
Colonels running game are
running backs Terry Ennis
and C.J. Hudson.
Ennis has rushed for 697
yards and six touchdowns on
the season, while Hudson
has rushed for 556 yards and
six touchdowns.

Reach Jill at
;ill_stinson 7@eku. edu
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48 Mo. Lease
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60 Mo.
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'America's Newest Honda Dealer"
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1180 Dr. Robert R.
Martin Bypass
Richmond, KY 40475

Mon - Fri 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
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839 Eastern Bypass

$5.99
Domino's
Pizza

forced fumble, and three
fumble recoveries
"We are the number one
offense In the conference,
and they are the number one
defense in the conference, so
it should be a classic battle."
Hope said.
If the Colonels can pick up
a victory this weekend, they
will be among the top teams
in the OVC and will still have
hopes at winning a conference championship.
"If we can win this game,
we have a chance to win the
conference title." Hope said
"In order to win, we'll have to
minimize penalties and limit
our mistakes."

Five & Dime
Family
Hair Center

BBQ, Hot, or Fire

iAm 4• ■ui

SS&ff&fOOO

"Our running backs have
been doing a great job this
season," Hope said.
I ,.;. I||)g |l,,. ..V;|v f()| the
Eastern defense are safeties
Donell Allison and Pierre
Wright.
Allison has recorded a
team high 79 tackles (45
solos), and has managed to
pick up one interception on
the year.
Wright has 70 tackle* UZ
solos) on the season.
Also leading the way for
the Eastern defense are their
linebacker tandem of Justen
Rivers and Jerome Jones.
Rivers has racked up 77
tackles (48 solos) on the season and has recorded one
fumble recovery.
Jones has tallied up 73
tackles (54 solos), six sacks,
two interceptions,
one

Order of Wings

Progress
Staff
Applications
Due
Nov. 17th

ivir L.X

Reach Todd at
toddjturvis I Meku. edu

OVC: Colonels look for win against TSU

Reach. Pam Garrett is also
expected to play well.
The Lady Colonels' focal
point so far this season has
been rebounding and scoring.
"We are looking to improve
both of these things as we
progress into the season,"
Inman said.
This exhibition game will
help the Lady Colonels to
work oul -some of the kinks
that they may have, before
taking the court for their first
regular season game on Nov.
22 against Miami in the
Morehead State Tip Off
Classic.

o

able to recover the ball at the
UT-Martin 38-yard line, with 2:17
left to play. From the 38^yard
line. Hudson ran the ball five
times, and sealed the drive with
a 17-yard dash to the end zone,
which pushed the Eastern lead
up to 41-32. with 18 seconds left
in the game.
The Colonels offense was led
by the play of Ralston who managed to haul in six balls for 151
yards and two touchdowns.
"Ralston had a good game, all
of our receivers played real
well." Hope said.
Also leading the way for the
Colonels was quarterback Guice
who was 14 of 29 in the contest
for 270 yards and two touchdowns. Guice's performance
earned him the honors of being
named OVC Newcomer of the
Week.
"Our quarterback handled
the football really well, he did a
great job of scrambling with the
ball, and he threw the ball well,
Hope said.
The Eastern defense was led
by linebackers Jerome Jones
and Justen Rivers.

Jones led the way for the
Colonel defense with 14 tackles
(11 solos), with three sacks.
Rivers also had 14 tackles
(nine solos), with S sacks.
"Our defensive front played
really hard." Hope said. "Our
linebackers played real reckless
on defense."
The Eastern special teams
were led by senior kicker Adam
Smith. Smith was g<x>d on two
field goals, of 28 and 32 yards.
Smith was also perfect on extra
point attempts, where he was
five for five. Smith's play earned
him the honors of being named
OVC Special Teams Player of
the Week.
"Adam Smith is doing a great
job of kicking the ball this season." Hope said.
Last weekend's win against
Tennessee-Martin was a huge
win for the Cokmels.
"I was very proud of our f<x>tball team." Hope said. "We needed to win against Martin to keep
our hopes of having a winning
season alive and keep us in the
hunt for the conference title."
The Colonels have won four
of their last five competitions.
"In our last four or five ball
games we've had some adversity
that our football team pulled
together and overcome and
found a way to win." Hope said.
"Now if we get down by a couple
of scores I don't see guys hanging their head or I don't see il ki
ting the wind out of our sails like
it did earlier in the year, so that is
really encouraging and is a great
quality in our football team."

$299 mo. ««x
$197490
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Change Oil & Filter
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Katie Weitkamp, editor
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Musical celebration:
Library hosts jazz

In the

Oound
OBooth
with Katie
Weitkamp

Texas offers
more than
rodeos, Wranglers
Don't you hate when people
come to Kentucky to see horses
and tobacco fields and drink bourbon? If I weren"t from Kentucky, I'd
likely be one of those people.
I-ast Thursday I went with six
other Progress staffers to Dallas for
a College Media Advisers convention (where we won a Pacemaker,
the "Pulitzer Prize of college journalism"). I'll admit I was more
excited by the thought of cowboys,
rodeos and big belt buckles than
waking up at 8 a.m. to go to a srssion on where to put commas.
It just so happened that the Pace
ProRodeo was in town, and more
conveniently, the participants were
staying in our hotel. We saw more
Wranglers than we thought possible. We went to Dallas and bought
cowboy/girl hats, we went on the
JFK tour, we ate barbecue, we were
experiencing Texas, right?
It depends on whom you ask.
One person I spoke with said that if
you really wanted to know Texas
you had to go to Austin, that Dallas
was a big city, and rural Texas
doesn't count. But other people in
town for the rodeo said that this
was Texas. And still other people I
met said Houston was Texas.
So maybe despite my attendance
to the rodeo, sitting in the hotel bar
singing with cowboys in the rodeo
and the purchase of a cowgirl hat in
Dallas, it is possible that I still
haven't experienced Texas. Much
like people who come to Kentucky
to drink bourbon, go to the
Kentucky Horse Park and have
some cigarettes haven't truly experienced Kentucky as we may know
it.

Reach Katie at
katherine_weitkam«&eku.edu

BY KATIE WEITKAMP

Managing editor

If you're looking for some information on big bands you may be
thinking about walking over to the
Poster Building, but Tuesday you
should head over to the library for
some information on one of the
biggest stars of the '50s, Duke

Ellington.

The Live @ Your Library series
brings "An Evening of Big Band
Ellington," which includes a lecture in the library reading room
followed by a live orchestra presentation of some of Ellington's music
in the Keen Johnson Building.
People are encouraged to dance
and enjoy the free desserts and
coffee offered by the Jazz
Ensemble directed by Jonathon
Martin.
The library concert series started two years ago, first focusing on
Appalachian music in a four-part
series. I.asl year the series concentrated on jazz and looked at several
different aspects of the genre,
including big band and be-bop.
"The big band concert (last

year) went so well that we decided
to put on another big band concert." said Greg Engstrom. assistant university librarian.
Last year attendance was around
200, Engstrom said.
"We had to quickly put out extra
seats," he said, pointing out that
working to put out extra seats was
something they were happy to do.
Engstrom said the university
hopes the library will be a cultural
center with not only literary
resources, but other arts as well.
The Live @ Your Library series
may continue next semester with
the theme of world music in a
series of about four concerts and
lectures, Engstrom said.
Engstrom hopes these types of
events will encourage students to
go to the library more often as well
as learn about music and history.
The lecture will be at 6:30 p.m.
and the concert will start at 7:30
p.m. Tuesday. Both events are free.

I

Brooke Shepherd/Progress

Paying for love
Reach Katie at
katherine weitkamiteku.edu

Alicia Berginnis, a senior apparel merchandising major, pays $15 for a date from
the date auction Tuesday night. The auction benefited breast cancer research.

Kutcher's new movie gives 'Butterflies'
BY KATIE WEITKAMP

Managing editor

If you've ever wanted to change
the past to find out what your present-day life would be like, you may
want to watch "The Butterfly
Effect" when it comes out in
January.
At a media conference, staff
members of The Progress were
able to see a sneak peak of the
movie, written and directed by Eric
fcress and J. Mackye (iruber.
The movie features Ashton
Kutcher as Evan Treborn, who has
a brain abnormality he inherited
from his father. This abnormality
allows him to travel back in time to
when he was a child and change

how things may play out ir
the rest of his
life.
The
movie
looks at how one
small action can
change the rest
of your life, a
topic that everyone thinks about.
However, most
people don't have
lives as dramatic
as
Treborn's
turns out.
If you're into stressful movies.
"The Butterfly Effect" has it all for
you — explosions, hookers,
amputees, stigmata and the clinically insane.

The movie, which lasts 113 minutes, sometimes seems longer. At
times you beg Treborn to stop
changing his past, as it seems to
keep getting worse and worse for
him and everyone he grew up with.
In the end though, he makes a
choice that may change his life
more than anyone else's and shows
selflessness. The movie had the
chance to ruin itself in the very last
minute, however, the writers made
a decision that rewarded you for
watching.
Kutcher finally deviated from his
comedy roles and did pretty well,
however, he may be so used to
comedy that he can't train his body
to run as a dramatic actor would, in
one scene which was meant to be

intense, you can't help but laugh at
his facial expressions and flailing
limbs.
Treborn's love interest Kayleigh
Miller (Amy Smart) also did a good
job of portraying very different people. She shows several different
sides of her acting abilities in this
movie.
I give "The Butterfly Effect" four
out of five palettes for intensity and
plot line.

0000
Reach Katie at
katherine weitkamVSeku.edu

Progress Classifieds

Call:
6221881

Find money, find a car, find an apartment, find a job, find a deal, find a pet, find books, find a honey
WANTEt
Help Wanted Movie
Extras/Models
Needed: Local castings calls. NO exp
No
age
limited
required. Earn up to
$200 a day. 1-888820-0167
Help
Wanted:
Babysitter needed
starting in Mid Jan.
, Call Heather © 6269173.
Help
Wanted:
Bartender trainees
needed, $250 a day
potential. Local positions.
1-800-9833985. ext 283.

FREEBIES
Free Makeover: For
females with long,
straight hair (shoulder length or longer).
Sponsored by Locks
of Love. Call Hair
Sensations Beauty
Salon. 626-5005.

FOR SALE
For Sale:
1989
Mobile
Home,
14x70.
Close to
campus, two bedroom 2 bath with fireplace. $8,700 or best
offer. Call 623-2963

MISC.
Spring
Breakl
Spring Break with
STS, America's # 1
student tour operator. Now hiring campus reps. Call for
group
discounts.
Info/reservations at
1-800-648-4849,
www. ststravel. com
SPRING BREAKI
Sell spring break

trips! All the fun and
all the protection.
American Express
worldwide, guaranted best buy. 1 free
trip for every 10 paid
or cash starting with
first booking. Make
your spring break
extreme. Extreme
Vactions, INC. 1800-336-2260
SPRING BREAK:
ACTNOWI Book 11
people, get 12th tnp
free. Visit the official
web site for spring
break 04. The best
deals to the hottest
destinations. Group
discounts for 6+
www.spring i.
breakdiscounts.com
or 800-838-8202.
SPRING BREAK:
Book 11 people, get
12th trip free. Group
discounts for groups
6+
www.springbreakdiSCQUntSSQm
or 800-838-8202
BIGGEST SPRING
BREAK
PARTY:
Cruise with 100s of
students on the
largest & wildest student parly cruise.
Spend 5 days in the
Bahamas from $279
Includes
most
meals, free parties,
port taxes. Ethics
award winning comp
a
n
y
!
www.SBringBrea.KTr
ayeLCQDX 1-800-6786386
SPRING BREAK:
Cancun. Acapulco,
Nassau. Jamaica! 7
nights from $459 +
tax! Includes breakfasts, dinners, 20-50
hours of free drinks.
Guaranteed lowest
prices & best party
schedule. The only

spring break company recognized for
outstanding ethics!
Visit the best spring
break site on the
Web. View 100s of
hotel videos and
reviews
at
www.SpringBreakTr
avel.com 1 -800-6786386.
SPRING BREAK:
Beach and Ski Trips
on sale now! Call 1800-SUNCHASE
today!
or visit
jnchase.com
HAPF
Happy
Birthday
Brent Wilhelm
Nov. 16th from your
Wife.
Pets and Supplies
Free Shepherd mix.
puppy, had shots &
wormed
328-2731

1.283 BEDROOM
ARTS FOR RENT
Daytime 623-7330
Evening* 623-3680
187 Killarney Lane. 3 bedroom. 2 bath, kitchen
appliances. W/D hookup
$550 month * Deposit.
Call 859-625-5900

let Month
Rent FREE
1 & 2 bedroom Apts.
Turpin & EUllard Dr.
Utilities I'd. Stove,
refrigerator furnished.
No pels 859-314-8330.
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT For rent
$300
month, $200 deposit * utilities Call 623-9195.
2 Bedroom. Townhouse.
1-1/2 bath, lenced backyard $460 mo $300 deposit 582-8379. 624-3420
2 bedroom. waler/pcV
laundry/storage

$349mo/$200 deposit
6239304

Free cat* any size, ft any
color. 986-7175

3 BEDROOM. 2 BATH
WASHER/DRYER $600
MONTH $450 DEPOSIT.
CALL 582-8413

Rooms For Rent

4 Bedroom. 3 bath, many
extras. Walk to campus

Hines Motel Wkry $115 *
Monthly $360 (Frig,
Laundry. Cable) No Dep

Call 623-0743. 24B 9536
ROQMi FOR SENT
Weekly.

DaUy. Monthly Aaartnwnti
8 Efficiencies Sprinkler »y»lim Glyndon Hotel.
823-1224
Special. Clean.
1 bedroom Available

Immediately. $95.00 wk
All utilities included
^^625^757^^^

Apartments For
Rent
CLASSMATE MANSION

2br, Townhouse.
spacious.
extra nice, near 175,
624-2727

Call 606-346-4200
or 606-669-0570
Available Now. 1 Bedroom. clean & quiet, new
carpet. $380 month. W/D
available Call 536-7791
Bern or Richmond,
1 A 2 Bedroom apartments. $360 ft $450
month Call 624-1900

1-2 Bedroom apt. Downtown Richmond. $325mo.
• deposit. 623-1818. 6237390,582-1802 No pets
1 and 2 Bedroom flats
It Townhouse.
Refngerator. Slove. Central
Heating/air.
W/D
Hookup. Some units provide
washers & dryers
1 mth tree w/12 mth lease
Town 4 Country
Rontalt
624-2796.
Brand New 2 br. 1 1/2
bath
in Berea 1st month Free
with deposit 6 1 year
lease. $525 a month &
utilities 200-0784 after

6pm
BRAND NEW
2 bedroom apartment.
No pets $550 month.
Call 314-1737.
3 Bedroom. 2 bath apartment, on High Street,
2.000 sq.fl $950 utilities
in
eluded 859-661-7497

Help Wanted
Activity Coordinator
Full
time
position
Responsible tor overall activity
program directing Certification as Activity Director
or 1 -3 years minimum experience working with older adults and individuals
with disabilities required
Excellent benefits and
competitive salary. Please
mail resume to Richmond Active
Day
Center
Alt: Jeannice S. Ledtord
928 Commercial Dr.
Richmond. Ky 40475
or fax resume to

Let Manpower put you in
the driver seat for 2004
openings tor premiere
automotive manufacturer
in Georgetown, KY. Must
be flexible to work 1st and
2nd shift Two year
assignments with
benefits Call

859-543-1778 or
800-288-1331.
Busy Central Kentucky
Architectural firm is
looking
for an experienced CAD
operator wrth drafting
experience a plus, must
have two-five years
working with Architectural
drawings.
NO PHONE CALLS. Mail
Resume To Central
Kentucky Design. 109 B
Seventy Six Blvd. Berea.
KY 40403
ATTN MR WEHRLE
Sale* Potifion
Immediate opening must
be able to communicate
clearly with public
exceptional interpersonal
skills and spelling 8
gramme/ skills Outside
sales preferred but willing
to tram right individual. If
you have a can do
attitude
Apply today!
Send Resume to: P.O.
Box 99-KE

«§SS«&rar?W»»
PORTUNITY TO MAKE
MONEY FOR THE
HOLIDAYS?"

Berea. New luxury Apts
2 bedroom, 2 bath,
basement, garage $625 mo
No pets 859-339-1442

Earn Extra Income
$»$2000 weekly Join the
fastest growing industry in
America, ecommerce For
more information send a
self addressed stamped
envelope to eSource.
PO Box 680610. Miami.
FL 33168

■
■
■
•

Earn S8.50/houi
Weekends Off
Consistent Work Schedule
3-1/2 to 5 Hoot Shifts

Available Shifts:
Preload • 4AM-9AM
Day • 11 AM 4PM
Twilight • 5PM 10PM
Night- 11PM 4AM

WALK-IN INTERVIEW SE SIONS:
Thursday, November 20th
at 1pm, 2:30pm 6 4pm
New tudent Services Building
Career Services OHke

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
the salvation army is
seeking seasonal possible 40
hours a week $5 50/Hour
November7- December 24
(or as long as possible)
Please contact Captain
Terry or Captain Barbara
31624-5826. 1675 East
Mam St

859 626-0256 EOE
Berea small 2br. located
near campus. No Pets1.
$275 plus deposit and
utilities 986-1312

NOW HIRING
SEASONAL
PACKAGE HANDLER

The Growing Place. Inc is
now hiring an after School
Coordinator /Teacher.
Applicants must have a
Master's Degree in Early
Childhood Education or related field. Bachelor s
Degree will be
considered
Applicants can apply at
401 W Main St

To schedule an Interview,
contact Mary or Tammy at:

622-1568
www.upsjobs.com
Equal Opportunity tmployfi

Benefm die not *v<*U6lr for lejvxul employment.

Looking for love? Want to rind a lobP
Interested In ferrets? Nood a placo to live?
Check out our classifieds or place your own!
Call 622-1881 to And out mora

